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Introduction
Subglacial Lake Ellsworth is located near the Ellsworth
Mountains in West Antarctica at 78.9�S 90.6�W. The lake
basin is in the center of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet
(WAIS) in the Pine Island Glacier drainage basin, 20 km
from the ice divide with the Institute Ice Stream. The lake
is approximately 15 km long and over 3 km across at its
widest point. Seismic surveys have revealed that the lake
is over 100 m deep in places. The ice sheet above the lake
is between 2.9 and 3.3 km thick, with the lake surface over
1 km beneath present sea level within a distinct topo-
graphic hollow,�1.5 km deeper than the surrounding sub-
glacial bed. The basin is fjord-like in its topographic
setting, and is one of a series of fjord-like over-deepenings
on the western flank of the Ellsworth Subglacial
Highlands.

This summary of our current knowledge will document
the series of radio-echo sounding (RES) transects and field
campaigns from which the lake has been identified. Basal
thermal regime and ice-flow conditions, which are
believed to control the lake will then be described. The
final section will describe future plans for the exploration
of Lake Ellsworth (Lake Ellsworth Consortium, 2007).
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Radio-echo sounding data
Subglacial lakes can be identified on radio-echo sounding
(RES) records. RES utilizes VHF radio-waves to measure
the thickness of ice sheets and suggests the presence of
subglacial lakes in three ways: (1) reflections from
a water surface beneath the ice are at least an order of mag-
nitude stronger than from ice-rock contacts; (2) reflections
are of constant strength across the lake, rather than the
more common variable strength that returns from bedrock;
(3) the surface of a subglacial lake is smooth and flat com-
pared with the rough surrounding topography. Using these
criteria enables the identification of subglacial lakes and,
where more than one RES transect is available, their sur-
face extents to be measured. Two independent airborne
and two ground-based RES campaigns have identified
Lake Ellsworth:

1. The first knowledge of Lake Ellsworth is reported in
Siegert et al. (2004), and is restricted to one RES line,
acquired in 1977–1978 (Figure 1a and b). Later RES
profiles (described below) suggest that the sounding
line is near-parallel to the lake long-axis, and is also
near parallel to ice flow over the lake. Preliminary
modeling of the lake environment suggests that the
mean gradient of the lake surface reflector is 0.02,
about �11 times the ice surface slope, suggesting the
lake is in hydrostatic equilibrium with the overriding
ice. The slope of the ice base across Lake Ellsworth is
not entirely constant; being concave over the lake’s
upstream side and convex across its downstream side.
In other words, the ice sheet “sags” as it flows onto
the lake, and buckles against the sidewall as it re-
grounds. The same features have been identified over
Lake Vostok and are an expected characteristic of
deep-water subglacial lakes. In the cases of both lakes,
the strength of the reflections from the ice-water
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Lake Ellsworth, Figure 1 (a) The location of Lake Ellsworth. Background colors represent satellite-derived ice surface velocities
(green = low, purple = high, grey = no data). The yellow box denotes bed information given in (c). Transect AB is provided in (b); (b) Raw
1977–1978 RES transect. The subglacial lake is located between 28 and 38 km (indicated by arrowed line). The pronounced slope of
the lake surface is accentuated by the vertical exaggeration of the image; (c) Basal topography of the immediate area of Lake
Ellsworth. Elevation (in meters) relative to the WGS-84 ellipsoid. Adapted from Siegert et al. (2004).
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interface varies near the shores, as a consequence of the
reflector’s shape (Siegert et al., 2004).

2. In austral summer 2004–2005, the British Antarctic
Survey flew a sounding line, using a 150 MHz ice-
sounding radar, across Lake Ellsworth in the form of
a bow. Part of a 35,000 km grid pattern being collected
over Pine IslandGlacier also crossed the lake, and iden-
tified other lake-like reflectors in the surrounding area
(Vaughan et al., 2007). This suggests the lake is part
of a wider subglacial drainage system. The new radar
lines confirm the bright specular nature of the reflector
and show a much shorter reflector than the 1977–1978
survey, of between 1.5 and 2.3 km in length. This sug-
gests that the lake is long relative to its cross-profile,
occupying a fjord-like basin on the flanks of the
Ellsworth Subglacial Highlands (Figure 1c). Analysis
of the RES data suggests that the ice is floating on
a fluid whose density is 950–1,013 kg m�3, possibly
indicating that the lake is composed of fresh water
(Vaughan et al., 2007).

3. In January 2006, a ground-based Chilean expedition
traversed the Institute Ice Stream to Lake Ellsworth
and acquired several RES transects over the lake
(Vaughan et al., 2007). A 150 MHz RES system was
used to collect nine lines, totaling 15 km over the
lake-like reflector (Rivera et al., 2006). These lines
bound the lake to the north and west, though do not
constrain its upstream margins to the south and east.
Here, transitional zones indicated by Rivera et al.
(2006) show areas around the lake where off-line radar
reflections from steep bedrock surfaces prevent the
lake surface being imaged.

4. In 2007/2008 a 3-month field season, using ground-
based RES and seismics, revealed the lake to be in
excess of 100 m deep and confirmed it as an ideal can-
didate for in situ measurement and sampling. An over-
snow 1 MHz ice-penetrating radar was used to acquire
new radar data from Lake Ellsworth and its surround-
ings during 2007/2008. The survey was designed to
acquire data in a grid pattern, to allow: (1) the refine-
ment of the lake outline mapped by Vaughan et al.
(2007); (2) the imaging of internal layering within the
ice; and (3) the development of a digital elevation
model (DEM) of the lake and the surrounding subgla-
cial terrain. The new radar and seismic data confirms
the general form of the lake outline established by
Vaughan et al. (2007), but shows that Lake Ellsworth
is wider and slightly longer at its downstream end than
previously mapped. Internal layering is apparent
within the topmost 2 km of the ice sheet overlying the
lake. Localized buckling of these layers can be used
to infer the direction of long-term ice flow over the lake
as these structures can be traced, through a sequence of
radar profiles, back to their point of origin; an area of
high subglacial topography identified up-flow. Internal
layering data have been integrated with the DEM of the
subglacial bed to facilitate 3D numerical modeling of
ice flow and basal melting over Lake Ellsworth, work
that is currently in progress.
Basal thermal conditions and ice flow modeling
The basal heat flux calculated in West Antarctica from
temperature gradients in boreholes is around 70 mW m�2

(e.g., Hulbe and MacAyeal, 1999). Numerical thermody-
namic evaluations suggest that the subglacial environment
above Lake Ellsworth is warm, that is, at the pressure melt-
ing point (Siegert et al., 2004). Due to increased ice thick-
ness at the last glacial maximum (LGM), it is expected
that the ice sheet was also warm based at the LGM. This
indicates that Ellsworth may have existed during both the
present interglacial and the LGM.

Preliminary ice flow modeling of the lake environment
using internal layer architecture to invert for basal melting
also suggests that the dominant process at the basal bound-
ary condition is one of melting (Siegert et al., 2004). The
model predicts that as ice flows over the lake, basal melt-
ing is expected at a rate comparable to the surface accumu-
lation rate (which near the ice divide is �17 cm year�1)
(Siegert et al., 2004). This melt rate is significantly greater
than that calculated for Lake Vostok, though is compara-
ble to the situation in Lake Vostok in terms of its value
as a proportion of the surface accumulation rate. As melt-
ing is the driving force behind water circulation (Mayer
et al., 2003), the enhanced rates of melting predicted by
the model may lead to circulation in Lake Ellsworth being
stronger than Lake Vostok (and many other subglacial
lakes). Upstream of Lake Ellsworth, a small region of
basal accretion is modeled at a rate of 20 cm year�1. It is
not yet knownwhether this freezing rate is real, or whether
three-dimensional flow of ice (not accounted for in the
model) complicates ice flow upstream of the lake and
influences the internal layer structures. As the rate of water
supplied to the lake is considerable, it is likely that
Ellsworth is part of a wider subglacial hydrological net-
work, feeding water into the basal environment of the
Pine Island catchment.

Exploration of Lake Ellsworth
It is a well-established hypothesis that Antarctic subglacial
lakes house unique forms of life and hold detailed sedi-
mentary records of past climate change. Testing this
hypothesis requires in situ examination. Of the>145 sub-
glacial lakes known in Antarctica, Lake Ellsworth stands
out as a candidate for first exploration for the following
reasons (Lake Ellsworth Consortium, 2007):

� The base of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet has been
accessed, sampled, and measured. Accessing Ellsworth
would, therefore be less environmentally sensitive com-
pared to accessing an East Antarctic subglacial lake.

� Lake Ellsworth is located close to the ice divide, so dril-
ling from the ice surface into the lake will not be com-
plicated by ice flow.
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� Lake Ellsworth has been meaningfully characterized by
geophysical methods.

� The sediments across the floor of Lake Ellsworth may
contain a record of West Antarctic Ice Sheet history.

� The geological setting of the lake is better understood
than any other Antarctic subglacial lake, as there is sub-
stantial outcrop of rock in the nearby Ellsworth
Mountains.

� The ice-sheet surface elevation over Lake Ellsworth is
2,000 m above sea level; more than a kilometer lower
than the ice surface over East Antarctic subglacial
lakes. Altitude related problems encountered by scien-
tists at the center of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet would
not be an issue during the study of Lake Ellsworth.

A consortium of over twenty scientists from eleven
institutions has been assembled to plan the exploration
of Lake Ellsworth. Lake Ellsworth will be accessed using
clean technology hot water drilling. Once lake access is
achieved, a sterile probe will be lowered down the bore-
hole and into the lake. The probe will contain a series of
instruments to measure the lake water and sediments,
and will be tethered to the ice surface through which
power, communication, and data will transmit. The probe
will be dropped down the water column to the lake floor.
The probe will then be pulled up and out of the lake, mea-
suring its environment continually as this is done. Once at
the ice surface, any samples collected will be taken from
the probe for laboratory analysis. The duration of the sci-
ence mission, from deployment of the probe to its
retrieval, is likely to be between 24 and 36 h. Measure-
ments to be taken by the probe include: depth, pressure,
conductivity, and temperature; pH levels; biomolecules
(using life marker chips); anions (using a chemical ana-
lyzer); nitrogen isotopes (using a tuned laser diode); visu-
alization of the environment (using cameras and light
sources); dissolved gases (using chromatography); and
morphology of the lake floor and sediment structures
(using sonar). After the probe has been retrieved,
a sediment corer will be dropped into the lake to recover
material from the lake floor. The consortium plans to
access Lake Ellsworth in 2012–2013.
Lake Ice, Figure 1 Synoptic view of the lake ice formed on the upp
Pradesh, India.
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The lake ice formation takes place when the daily tempera-
ture is below the freezing point. Lake ice cover is normally
er surface of lake water in the Baralacha La region of Himachal



Lake Ice, Figure 2 Close view of above lake showing liquid
water underneath the thin lake ice.
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a seasonal phenomenon and once formed the lake ice gets
thicker and thicker over the course of the winter as the tem-
perature gets colder and colder. It starts melting in spring.
The surface water of the lake freezes at 0�Cwhile the bottom
layer of water maintains at above freezing temperature.

The occurrence of lake ice is primarily a function of air
temperature. Once meteorological conditions provide
colder breeze over warmer water, it forms ice on the sur-
face of water due to advection cooling. But the water
below the surface of ice is not much cooled so it exists
in liquid phase. Hence the lake ice is found at the lake sur-
face only (Figures 1 and 2).
LAKE VOSTOK

Malte Thoma
Bavarian Academy and Sciences, Commission for
Glaciology, Munich, Germany
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research,
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Definition
Subglacial Lake.A lake covered by an ice sheet or glacier.
Introduction
Subglacial Lake Vostok is the largest of at least 370
(Wright and Siegert, 2010) subglacial lakes in Antarctica,
and it was the first to be discovered. A lot of our knowl-
edge about Antarctica, about the Earth’s climate history,
and about the subglacial lakes has been descended from
the research station built at this location. This contribution
summarizes some of the knowledge gained after more
than 50 years of research in the heart of Antarctica, on
top of, within, and below the ice.
On top of the ice: discovery
During the International Geophysical Year, the Second
Soviet Antarctic Expedition encountered a quite plain area
in the center of Antarctica. For the intended permanently
manned station far away from any human settlement, air-
borne transport is indispensable, and hence this location
was chosen to establish Vostok Station, on December 16,
1957. It is located close to the Southern Pole of Inaccessi-
bility and the South Geomagnetic Pole. Many scientific
experiments have been carried out at Vostok Station. Ana-
lyzing the results of seismic soundings, Soviet scientists
had speculated about water beneath the 3,750 m thick
ice sheet even in the 1960s. Further evidence of the exis-
tence of a lake was provided by radio echo sounding in
the 1970s, which was confirmed later by satellite altimetry
and seismic sounding (Kapitsa et al., 1996).

Subglacial Lake Vostok’s area of about 16,000 km2 can
be estimated from airborne measurements and satellite
imagery (Figure 1). The lake is surrounded by a bed-
rock-based ice sheet, and the ice flow approaches Subgla-
cial Lake Vostok from Ridge B in the west, but is deflected
southward over the lake (Figure 2). As the lake’s surface is
flat, it is reasonable to assume an isostatic equilibrium, that
is, the ice floats on the water like an ice shelf. The observed
ice surface slope over the lake is only 0.02%, leading to an
elevation difference of about 50m.However, because of the
density differences between water and ice, surface ice
slopes are enhanced approximately ten times at the lake–
ice interface. This results in a lake surface elevation differ-
ence between the northern and southern tip of about 500 m.
In the ice: drilling and indications of life
In the 1970s, Soviet scientists started to drill ice cores in the
vicinity of their station. These early boreholes were less
than 1,000 m deep, but nevertheless they provided a unique
climate archive. Deeper cores were drilled in 1984 and in
the 1990s. The deepest core reached a depth of 3,623 m
and penetrated the boundary between meteoric ice and
refrozen lake ice at 3,539 m. From this ice core, a climate
archive dating back 420,000 years was revealed. According
to the seismic soundings, the water interface below Vostok
Station is about 3,750 m deep, which means that below
Vostok Station a layer of about 210 m refrozen lake water
exists (e.g., Jouzel et al., 1999). Today, the deepest borehole
is less than 100 m away from the lake’s surface.

Subglacial Lake Vostok is an oligotrophic environ-
ment: Temperatures of about �3�C, permanent darkness,
low nutrient supply, and a supersaturated oxygen level
provide a hostile environment, which has been separated
from any atmospheric influence since the Antarctic Ice
Sheet formed millions of years ago. However, analyses
of the refrozen water reveal that potential nutrients and
even viable microorganisms exist in Subglacial Lake
Vostok (e.g., D’Elia et al., 2009). If this is verified in the
future, a so far undiscovered ecosystem on Earth can be
explored. Subglacial Lake Vostok may be an extraordi-
nary example of how life may develop under such extreme
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conditions, and this nourishes speculations about extrater-
restrial life on the ice-covered Jovian moon Europa in our
planetary system.

Besides life in the lake water itself, remnants of
preglacial life might be stored within the sediments at
the lake’s bottom – at least if the lake did exist before
the ice sheet formed, which is still a matter of debate
(Siegert et al., 2004). After the ice formed over the
preglacial lake, the supply of light, oxygen, and nutrients
from the atmosphere was intercepted, leading to mass
extinction. If the sediments at the lake’s ground are
probed, a new climate archive will be opened and infor-
mation about life million years before present will be
available. However, it will be problematic to probe Lake
Vostok without contaminating it. According to the
observer effect, it is impossible to sample something
without changing it. In the closed subglacial system, any
contamination released by a drilling equipment will
permanently and irreversibly modify the lake’s composi-
tion. In this sense, Lake Vostok can be interpreted as
a macroscopic example of the uncertainty principle.

Because of these well-founded worries of the scientific
community against a probing, Russia agreed in the late
1990s to delay the penetration of the lake until further
risk assessments have been made. It is undisputed
that the Russians’ drilling project does not violate the
Antarctic Treaty. Therefore, they already have filed an
Initial Environmental Evaluation, and only the obligatory
Comprehensive Environmental Evaluation is pending.
Hence, the drilling will be legitimate. The Russians are
not the only ones who have interest in probing Lake
Vostok. The American Space Agency NASA has
announced that they would like to test their equipment to
be used on missions to other planets and moons on Earth
beforehand, and that Lake Vostok would be an ideal loca-
tion for this. Meanwhile, a British consortium of scientists
has launched an already accepted proposal to explore and
penetrate a subglacial environment at the much more
accessible and tiny Antarctic Subglacial Lake Ellsworth
(e.g., Woodward et al., 2010) This has stirred the some-
what calmed plans to unlock Lake Vostok again: Despite
the worries and protests of scientists (e.g., Hobbie et al.,
2007) and the Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition
(ASOC, an environmental organization), Russian scien-
tists reinitialized drilling during the field season 2005/
2006 with an overhauled equipment and stopped the dril-
ling only a few tens of meters close to the lake. The
Russian scientists claim that they are capable of sampling
lake water without infecting it with modern microbes.
However, this will be quite a task as their drilling hole is
filled with kerosene and other noxious fluids necessary
to prevent the borehole from refreezing or from closing
due to pressure forces. Technical and legal reasons have
postponed the penetration of the lake so far, but the
Russians have announced that after 2010 they plan to go
where no man has gone before (Schiermeier, 2008).
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Below the ice: modeling
The lake’s area can be estimated from the surface topogra-
phy, and a lot of valuable information about Lake Vostok
can be gathered from the accreted refrozen lake water in
the ice core. But until the lake is directly probed, detailed
information about circulation and water mass exchange
under the ice can only be derived from numerical model-
ing. From airborne gravity data and assumptions about
the densities of ice, water, sediment, and rock, the lake’s
geometry and its water depth can be estimated (Studinger
et al., 2004). In addition, seismic sounding can be used to
constrain the derived geometry model (Filina et al., 2008).
According to these studies, the lake’s largest depth
exceeds 1,000 m, the volume is about 5,000 km3, and
a sedimentary layer at the lake’s bottom is several hundred
meters thick.

The surface temperatures in central Antarctica are, on
average, about�65�C during winter, and even in the brief
summer, they barely reach �35�C. This is well below the
freezing point of water, and hence ice never melts in this
region of the Earth – at least not at the ice sheet’s surface.
Nevertheless, water does exist in its liquid form below
about 4,000 m of ice. At this depth, the freezing point
of fresh water is about �3�C. A small geothermal heat
flux of about 50 mW/m2, as estimated for the area of
Lake Vostok, is therefore responsible (and sufficient) for
melting the ice’s base. Additional hydrothermal energy
sources are not expected to provide energy for the melting.
The meltwater is collected in the topographic basin (a rift
valley according to Bell et al., 2006) forming Lake Vostok.

With this valuable information, a lake-flow model can
be set up to calculate the average water circulation, the
basal mass (im)balance, and the distribution of melting
and freezing at the lake–ice interface (Thoma et al.,
2008). These simulations show a ceaseless melting-
induced ice loss of about 5� 10�2 km3/a, which is not
balanced by freezing, and a horizontal (vertical) water
velocity on the order of 1 mm/s (10 mm/s). However, the
modeled low vertical velocity is a spatial average; heating
from below results in upwelling of plumes that rise signif-
icantly faster (about 0.3 mm/s) to the lake’s surface (Wells
and Wettlaufer, 2008). The combination of the modeled
basal mass balance and ice flow information allows for
estimating the distribution and thickness of the accreted
ice at the ice sheet base from which samples have been
drilled at Vostok Station. According to Thoma et al.
(2010), about 65% of the lake–ice interface is covered
with accreted ice (Figure 2).

Most probably, Lake Vostok is not an isolated lake but
is connected to other lakes via a subglacial network like
other lakes have proven to be before (Wingham et al.,
2006; Fricker et al., 2007). The water collected in the Lake
Vostok basin will finally reach the Southern Ocean. The
age of the lake water is estimated to be between a few
thousand years and more than 100,000 years, and a more
recent model-based study (Thoma et al., 2010) indicates
a mean water age of about 50,000 years. However, these
timescales are short compared to the Antarctic Ice Sheet’s
age of several million years, which means that the lake
water has been replaced several times since its inception.
Conclusions
After more than 50 years of research in the heart of Antarc-
tica, some of Lake Vostok’s mysteries are revealed (like
the dimension of the lake), some are depreciated (like
the theory of an isolated, sealed environment), but a lot
is still unknown about the massive water basin beneath
the 4,000 m thick Antarctic Ice Sheet. Within the next
few years, we can expect more insights to be gained from
the subglacial environment, perhaps by direct sampling
through an access hole.
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The laminated sediments have traditionally been consid-
ered by geologists as strata with a thickness of about less
than 1 cm (Berthault, 1988). This is one of the characteristic
features in the sedimentary rocks. The deposition of
sediments for several years or at different geological time
might have slight difference in their mineralogical composi-
tion. This exhibits different shades of colors even if they
are belonging to the same area. After consolidation, these
depositions in the sedimentary rocks exhibit them in the
form of thin layers. Each laminated sediments or the thin
layer/band represents a different phase of deposition. Lam-
ination clusters together signify all the structures character-
izing sedimentary rocks within a bed or stratum. One of the
most common examples for the laminated sediments is the
medium-grained reddish sandstone that possesses thin
bands of red shades due to difference in iron content at each
depositional phase. The ticker laminated sediments are
called as bedding planes.
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Definition
Glacial erosion occurs in the upper, dominantly accu-
mulation area whereas farther down near the terminus
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the ice produces areas and landforms of deposition.
This entry describes some of the common depositional
landforms under one umbrella. For detailed description
of Jökulhlaups, Moraine, and Till, please see the
respective entries Hydrology of Jökulhlaups; Moraine;
Till in this Encyclopedia.

Landforms produced by deposition of glacier materials
are mainly differentiated on the basis of whether or not
they are primarily ice contact or meltwater in origin. Ice
contact generally means that the landform is composed
dominantly of unsorted, unstratified tills, which are gener-
ally mixtures of all clast sizes from clay, silt, and sand, to
cobbles and boulders. Till deposits form as lodgement tills
through the pressure of overlying ice that consolidates
them and plasters them onto the substrate beneath; the
under-melt and over-melt ablation tills that melt out both
beneath and above the ice; and flow tills that form from
any prior tills that become water saturated and flow over
other deposits and landforms. Meltwater deposits tend to
be sorted and stratified. In the waning phases of the Pleis-
tocene ice age many glaciers melted away to leave com-
plex mixtures of various kinds of tills and glaciofluvial
sediments and landforms that are collectively known as
kettle and kame topography.

Moraine is the general term used for almost all of the
landforms composed of till, and there are many kinds of
moraines, depending upon where the moraine occurs in
relation to the original ice that formed it and how it was
formed. Thus lateral moraines are the long ridges that
develop alongside glacier edges where sub-, en-, and
supra-glacial till debris accumulates. At the terminus or
front of the glacier where the mass balance of accumula-
tion versus wastage has allowed the glacier front to remain
in place for a while, some of the same processes pile up
masses of till in arcuate ridges that become the end or
terminal moraine. As the glacier retreats back from its far-
thest extent, it can form recessional moraines where the
terminus holds its position for a few years. The common
medial moraines that form on the surface and down inside
glacier ice commonly does not hold its long, commonly
sinuous landform shape once the ice melts away; instead
together with other miscellaneous sources of sub-, en-,
and supra-glacial debris, it becomes undifferentiated
ground moraine that tends to be scattered about formerly
glaciated landscapes. Some ground moraines become
fluted moraine where the basal tills are scraped, squeezed,
and streaked out into lineations known as “flutes.”

Push moraines form where a thick glacier terminus
overrides preexisting tills or glaciofluvial sediments and
forces the materials bulldozer-like, up into apparent
morainal forms in front of the glacier, even where some
are not made only of till. Other types of moraines that
are formed transverse to ice flow are ribbed or Rogen
moraines that are rather irregular in shape. They can form
as the result of pushing or overriding of materials
reactivated by the ice, or perhaps as a transition between
streamlined features up-ice and transverse forms down-
ice, or where thermal transitions occur in deglaciation
along the sub-ice line that can perhaps migrate on some
temporally controlled basis between cold-based ice frozen
to its bed and warm-based ice further toward the terminus.

De Geer moraines are much more fine or more delicate
than the Rogen type and are successions of discrete nar-
row ridges, thought possibly to be the result of till sedi-
ments dropped out along an ice-contact sublacustrine
grounding line where icebergs calved off into a lake or
the sea, or where till was squeezed up. Similar Kalixpinmo
hills or moraines also may be where subglacial materials
are squeezed up into cavities or deformed by glacier flow.

Smooth drumlin forms can form from prior deposited
tills that are swept over by a new ice advance that selectively
erodes away surrounding tills to leave the streamlined hills
behind. Drumlins are thought to form when sub-glacial
meltwaters also erode the streamlined shape. Some drum-
lins can also have internal glaciofluvial deposits that are
sorted and stratified. Together with erosional rock drumlins,
it is clear that drumlin landforms are polygenetic. Finally,
various crag and tail forms can occurwhere a glacially over-
ridden hill can have a mass of streamlined debris drawn out
behind it down-ice in a streamlined form.

Kames are a common glacial hill or ridge landform
composed dominantly of glaciofluvial sediments that are
deposited in a variety of meltwater environments, such
as englacial, supraglacial, and proglacial environments
where conditions are appropriate for accumulation of sed-
iment. Supraglacial lakes, crevasses, the bottoms of
moulin (glacial water mills), and other miscellaneous
depressions are all possible localities for establishment
of kames. No particular shape is implied in the designation
of the polygenetic term, although those flat-topped ones
that form along the margins of glaciers or across the top
of the glacier by meltwater streams or lakes, commonly
become kame terraces.

Eskers are polygenetic also and can form as long, wind-
ing ridges of glaciofluvial sediments, commonly as
a result of deposition in linear subglacial and englacial
streams in tunnels, as well as in supraglacial streams. In
some cases, however, the depositional processes can
involve deposition of glaciofluvial sediment in a series
of deltas into ice-contact lakes, which as the ice front
retreats, allows the delta to retreat as well, leaving behind
a series of long- or short-beaded eskers.

Glacier-fed deltas associated directly withmeltwaters are
classified on the basis of water depth and gradients of the
feeder river. Shoal or shallow water types form Hjulström
types of deltas with gently sloping fronts. Steeper and
slightly deeper forms are the “classic” Gilbert-type deltas
with clear topset, foreset, and bottomset bedding forms.
As the water deepens and the slopes vary, various subaque-
ous debris cones, submarine ramps, and lobes develop,
commonly as a result of subaqueous mass movement.

The regions out in front of glaciers that are washed over
extensively by braided meltwater streams are replete with
widespread fluvioglacial sediments that in mountainous
regions form valley trains, and in more open regions
spread out as outwash plains or sandars (singular – sandur).
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Such regionsmay be the product of the slowmelt of glaciers
in the region, or themore spectacular breakout floods due to
breakage of an ice dam or because of subglacial volcanic
eruptions that result in abrupt, high-discharge floods or
jökulhlaups. Valley trains and outwash plains are com-
monly pocked with kettle holes result where blocks of ice
melted out leaving a remnant, commonly water-filled,
depression behind.
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Definition
Landforms produced by the glacial erosion. Glacial ero-
sion occurs in the upper, dominantly accumulation regions
beneath the ice of glacierized valleys and ice sheets and ice
caps. For detailed description of various aspects, please
see the following entries: Glacial Erosion; Landscapes
of Glacial Erosion; Sediment Entrainment, Transport,
and Deposition.

The characteristics of glacially eroded landforms are
primarily classified into four main categories of bedrock,
topography, glacial processes, and time. Bedrock controls
include the actual lithologies themselves, the character
and spacing of the joints, the degree of preglacial
weathering, and the overall rock structure. Topographic
controls of glacial erosion are constituted by the relative
relief, the shape of the relief, its alignment in relation to
ice flow, and the overall altitudes involved. The morphol-
ogy of the ice mass and its thickness help to control land-
form production, as does the direction of the ice flow, the
velocity of the basal ice, and the character and amount of
glacial debris. The temperature of the basal ice is essential
because cold-based glaciers frozen to their beds do not
erode their substrates, whereas warm-based ice in associa-
tion with plentiful meltwater is a highly effective erosive
agent. Change of any of these factors over time will affect
the character of the eroded landforms, just as does the
overall length of time that the region is glacierized.

Glacial erosion occurs by a number of processes that
commonly generate sequences of scale-dependent land-
forms as a result of direct ice contact through crushing
and fracturing, plucking or quarrying, and abrasion, as
well as through fluvial erosion beneath the ice. The pro-
cesses of crushing and fracture of the rock beneath
a glacier produce chattermarks and crescentic fractures.
Plucking or quarrying occurs during regelation slip
wherein meltwater migrates to the downglacier side of
an obstruction and refreezes to also incorporate fractured
rock into the regelation layer that the glacier then carries
away. Abrasion occurs where small to large grains of
rocks and minerals are held by the ice and dragged over
the substrate to grind away at it. At the very smallest level,
fine clastic abrasives beneath the ice cover can polish the
rock; at slightly larger scales, striae or scratches result,
and above that even larger grooves are cut into the rock.
Plastically molded surfaces or P-forms are eroded into
bedrock as sinuous rounded forms possibly formed by
the action of water-saturated tills, which are forced out
under pressure beneath the ice. Fluvial erosion occurs
beneath warm-based glaciers that are not frozen to their
beds where meltwaters can be under pressure and where
they can entrain large quantities of clastic particles that
act as effective erosive tools. Subglacial channels and pot-
holes can be developed, as well as large tunnel valleys that
can be kilometers in width and tens of kilometers in length.

Glacially eroded valleys are easy to recognize because
they so commonly have a U-shaped cross section, in con-
trast to the more V-shaped valleys produced by running
water alone. Glacial troughs most closely conform to
a caternary curve that forms primarily through plucking
and abrasion on the lower sidewalls and bottoms of the
valleys. In the course of its movement down valley, the
glacier commonly exploits valley-wall constrictions, dif-
ferences in rock hardness, closer joint spacing directly
below where a tributary glacier added to the ice discharge
to enhance its erosional ability.

Glacial troughs can be carved out of winding river val-
leys that have interlocking spurs, in which case they will
be eroded away to leave ice-faceted spurs or truncated
spurs that align between the lateral valleys. Where tribu-
tary ice streams have joined the trunk ice stream, the floors
of these smaller glacier troughs are generally above the
floor of the main glacier valley and hanging troughs or
hanging valleys form, commonly with waterfalls once
the ice has melted away.

As glacial troughs are blocked by moraines, they can
fill with glacial trough lakes that drown the valley floor.
Similarly, where glaciers descended close to or below
sea level, a subsequent postglacial rise in sea level has
generated glacial fiords invaded by an arm of the sea into
the submerged glacial trough.

At the head of a glacial trough commonly exists a steep-
headed, half-bowl-shaped basin or cirque scooped out of
the bedrock that forms as a consequence of intense frost
action and nival processes adjacent to the ice. The flow
lines in the ice in the zone of accumulation carry rock frag-
ments down to the bedrock beneath the glacier where it
becomes deeply abraded and even overdeepened through
abrasion and plucking. Once the ice has melted away,
a tarn lake can result where the water is dammed up
behind the rock sill at the lip of the cirque.

As cirques and glacial troughs dissect a mountain range,
the upland remnants between three or more back-to-back
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cirques erode rectilinear glacial monuments, generally in
flat-lying rocks, or triangularly faced horns in other rocks
or in places where the monuments have been reduced by
headward erosion from the opposing cirques. A saw-
toothed ridge or divide between cirques or glacier troughs
consists of low cols and sharp knife-edged ridges that can
form an arête. Multiple cirques along a mountain range
can form a scalloped upland or biscuit-board topography,
in analogy to a layer of prepared bread dough on a pastry
board with arcuate pieces cut out for biscuits that leave
the cirque shape behind.

Landform eminences produced primarily by plucking
and quarrying at the smaller end of the scale form stream-
lined roche moutonnée of a fewmeters to a few decimeters
in size that tend to be plucked and rough and jagged on the
down-ice or lee side, and rounder, smoother, and abraded
on the up-ice or stoss side. At the large end of the scale, the
same sort of streamlined landform is hundreds of meters in
size and generally stands as an isolated and asymmetric
rocky crag or mountain flyggbirge. In a few cases of
completely streamlined erosional forms, whalebacks or
larger rock drumlins can form. Finally, jagged mountain
peaks that protrude through a surrounding ice sheet are
nunataks, which is an Inuit word for “place of refuge.”

Summary
Glacial erosion occurs most prominently in association
with warm-based ice that is not frozen to its bed and in
abundant association with meltwaters. Glacial erosion is
accomplished primarily by subglacial abrasion from other
rock fragments entrained in the moving ice, as well as by
plucking in which basal meltwater refreezes beneath the
ice to pull off blocks of bedrock. A wide variety of
small-scale and large landforms are produced in the
bedrock.
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Definition
Landforms produced due to the movement of glacier.
All glacial deposits were transported from other sources
but landforms specific only to transportation can be con-
sidered where the mechanism of motion and its results
are the most important factors to be considered. Thus fea-
tures such as erratics, boulder trains, or glacial erratic
indicator fans or dispersal fans are the chief landforms
of glacial transportation. Such landforms are commonly
recognized as exotic blocks far from their original source
that will reveal paleo-flow directions of the ice once the
course of transport is determined by finding the original
outcrop from which they were derived.

For an erratic to be incorporated within a glacier, it is
necessary either for the ice to exert enough tractive force
on a block to pick it up from the bed over which it is
flowing, or for the block to fall from high cliffs to the gla-
cier surface and be carried along passively thereafter.
Small blocks are brought into ice streams both ways
constantly but very large blocks require unusual sets of
circumstances in order to become transported landforms.
A possibility can be that huge erratic blocks might be
moved by cold-based glaciers if the 0�C isotherm moves
down reasonably close to the glacier bed so that the block
is frozen onto the overlying ice. Then, if the friction at the
frozen ice/rock interface exceeds that occurring on the
lower unfrozen plane of weakness in the rock or that of
the substrate below, the whole block can be picked up
and dragged along. Subsequently as is characteristic of
cold-based glaciers, the block can rise in the ice stream
as ever more material and ice is added underneath it by
regelation refreezing at the glacier base.

A huge such erratic in Germanymeasures 4 km by 2 km
by 120 m thick. Elsewhere large quartzite blocks of the
Foothills Erratic Train occur on the prairie underlain by
Cretaceous bedrock in Alberta, Canada, more than
375 km from their source in the mountains of Jasper
National Park. The largest of these erratic blocks, the
Okotoks erratic near Calgary, is thought to weigh about
16,000 t.

Erratic trains can be divided into two chief types: the
Dubawnt type in which erratic blocks are spread as
a plume down-ice from a relatively restricted source out-
crop; and the Boothia type, which on the other hand is
a boulder train characterized by erratic plumes that extend
out from small parts of large source areas by ice streams of
more rapid flow within an ice sheet. In general, no matter
which type of erratic train is involved, the dispersal pat-
terns of the erratics can be used to reconstruct former ice
transportation pathways. Care must be exercised in inter-
pretation, however, because debris transport histories
may involve several cycles of glaciations during which
time ice divides and ice-flow vectors may shift altogether
from one direction to another, even as much as 90� or
more. In general, most boulder trains are fan-shaped
down-ice, although some may be rather rectilinear in the
shape of their edges.

In those rare cases where a medial moraine from
a glacier is preserved on the ground after the glacier
has melted away, a clear transportation landform results.
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For example, in the case of medial moraines that derive
from a nunatak mountain that projects through an ice
sheet, the erratic debris spread out from that nunatak while
the ice is in place will form a more-or-less vertical debris
septum within the ice that exists as a medial moraine
on the surface of the ice. If the ice melts away without
too much meltwater removal of the debris, a linear
pile of boulders and moraine hills will show the original
transportation direction.

Summary
All glacial deposits were transported from somewhere else
but only a few show clear evidence of transportation that
sets them apart from the others. Thus, glacial landforms
of transportation include single erratics, boulder trains of
erratics, and indicator fans or dispersal fans. More rarely,
medial moraines may be preserved.
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Definition
A landscape of glacial erosion is one in which a large part
of the landscape comprises exposed glacially molded
bedrock, evidence of the net removal of rock by glacier
abrasion and quarrying. Landscapes comprise erosional
landforms at scales from centimeters to kilometers. This
entry discusses the significance of these landscapes and
their role in landscape evolution beneath ice sheets and
alpine glaciers. For detailed description about landforms
and glacier erosion, please see following entries: Glacial
Erosion; Landforms of Glacial Erosion, etc.

A new realization of the significance of glacial
erosional landscapes
Glaciers have been recognized as potent agents of land-
scape modification since the earliest days of classical
Glacial Theory. At the landscape scale, understanding gla-
cial topography was for many decades limited to sterile
descriptions of form, because a physical understanding
of subglacial erosion processes was insufficiently
advanced to explain landform assemblages at landscape
scales. Furthermore, the impossibility of deriving direct
chronological information from denuded bedrock land-
scapes precluded any empirical attempt to construct
evolutionary models of erosion-dominated landscape
development. All this changed in the late twentieth
century due to advances in four areas of science: (1) the
development of powerful numerical models of glacier
and ice sheet behavior; (2) application of new techniques
for estimating denudation rates in eroded landscapes,
notably thermochronometry and cosmogenic isotope anal-
ysis; (3) better understanding of subglacial erosion, nota-
bly the integration of basal water pressure variations into
explanatory models, and (4) high-resolution proxy records
of global climate history from ice cores and marine sedi-
ments, which could be used to drive computer models of
glacier and ice sheet behavior. Recent research attempts
to integrate glaciological and geomorphological models
to “recreate” glacial erosional landscapes. Their outputs
can then be measured against real landscapes and empiri-
cally calculated rates of glacial erosion and topographic
change. These advances allow long-standing questions
in glacial geomorphology finally to be addressed, such as:

What do the preserved landscapes of former ice sheet beds
tell us about the life cycles of ice sheets?

How long does it take for glacial topography to form on
a previously unglaciated landscape?

What are the relative rates of fluvial and glacial erosion at
landscape scales of space and time?

What role do glaciations play in the uplift and evolution of
mountain ranges?

Modeling glacial landscape evolution using coupled
ice-bedrock models takes two approaches. Forward
modeling shows how an initial unglaciated landscape is
modified by ice cover (e.g., Jamieson et al., 2008): reverse
modeling starts with current terrain models and works
backward to “recreate” the preglacial landscape (e.g.,
Jamieson et al., 2005). Armed with these techniques, stud-
ies of glacial landscape evolution are now contributing to
wider debates involving the roles of ice sheets and of
alpine mountain building in global climate change.

Classification and origins of erosional landscapes
under ice sheets
Sugden and John (1976) classified glacial erosional
landscapes at continental scales according to the role of
thermal regime in promoting or inhibiting erosion, and
to the consequent character of the deglaciated terrain
(Table 1). The main landscape types of areal scouring,
selective linear erosion, and little or no erosion, are pri-
marily related to spatial variations in thermal regime
(Sugden, 1974, 1978). Areal scouring creates distinctive
landscapes of exposed bedrock in the form of rock basins,
roches moutonées, and other more-or-less streamlined
forms reflecting former ice flow. Though often limited
to low-relief landscapes, areal scouring of uplands
(including summits) should also be included in the
landscape type where the terrain was inundated by an
ice sheet moving across the area from a distant source.



Landscapes of Glacial Erosion, Table 1 Classification of landscapes of glacial erosion (After Sugden, 1974; Sugden and John, 1976;
Summerfield, 1991; Benn and Evans, 1998)

Landscape type Thermal regime Topography Examples

Areal scouring Warm-based Landscape dominated by exposed, plucked, and
abraded bedrock forms whose scale depends on
joint and fault density. Rock basins, roche
moutonées, streamlined erosional forms, and
striated pavements. Negligible glacial sediment
cover and disorganized post-glacial drainage.
Erosion aided by impermeable bedrock.

NW Scotland
W Baffin Island, Canada

Selective linear
erosion

Warm-based over
valleys, cold-based
over interfluves

Glacial modification of pre-existing fluvial valleys
into troughs. Largely unmodified plateaux and
interfluves may retain delicate non-glacial
landforms (patterned ground, regolith)

Cairngorm Mountains, Scotland
Trollaskagi Peninsula, N Iceland
Beartooth Mts, Montana, USA
E Greenland

Little or no erosion Cold-based Preglacial slope forms survive with regolith cover.
Presence of former glacier cover may itself be
contentious. Limited evidence of meltwater activity
during deglaciation. Erosion may partly be
suppressed by permeable bedrock.

NE Scotland
W Sweden
E Baffin island (Canada)

Alpine landscapes Warm-based in valleys Cirques line sharp-crested mountain ranges above
glacially modified troughs, with periglacial
morphogenesis on high ice-free slopes.
Predominance of steep terrain with avalanche
couloirs supplying much glacial accumulation.

Southern Alps (New Zealand)
European Alps
Southern Alaskan coast ranges
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Landscapes of selective linear erosion are specific
to mixed-regime ice sheets under which thin ice over
uplands remains cold-based while thick ice over valleys
slides under a warm-based regime, often aided by flow
convergence from surrounding uplands. Valleys are deep-
ened and reshaped to “U”-shaped trough forms, often
exploiting geological weaknesses. Landscapes of little or
no erosion may be controversial, because evidence of for-
mer cold-based glaciation may be elusive, and preserva-
tion of preglacial landforms and sediments may suggest
ice-free conditions throughout the Quaternary.

This classic partitioning of glacial landscapes under-
pins all the more recent research exploring the thermome-
chanical controls on glacial erosion at large spatial scales.
The modern challenge is to upscale process explanations
of abrasion and plucking (Boulton, 1979; Hallet, 1979,
1996) to provide models of landscape evolution under
ice sheets at continental scales. The challenge has been
approached both empirically (Sugden, 1978; Li et al.,
2005; Phillips et al., 2006; Swift et al., 2008) and theoret-
ically, using coupled ice-sheet-erosion computer models
(Hildes et al., 2004; Jamieson et al., 2008). An up-to-date
summary of the fundamental controls on glacial erosion is
provided by Jamieson et al. (2008). In summary, effective
abrasion and quarrying require that ice is moving over the
glacier bed, in turn requiring water to be present at the bed.
This requires a temperate thermal regime, due to an excess
heat supply to basal ice from some combination of geo-
thermal heat flux (especially under insulating very thick
ice), frictional heating by flowing ice, and heat advection
by flow convergence. How effectively the resulting basal
water then promotes sliding depends on another set of
factors including substrate properties, water pressure
variations, bed permeability, and the connectivity of the
subglacial drainage network and its seasonal evolution.
These factors interact on glacier beds of widely differing
lithology and topography to give a challenging modeling
environment. Thus, empirical observations of former ice
sheet beds are vital for defining boundary conditions and
geomorphological outcomes.

Former ice sheet beds show strong patterns in the distri-
bution of glacial erosion, evidenced by landscape types,
and indicative of past ice sheet thermal regime and flow
structure. Earlier representations of ice sheets as defining
first-order radial zones of thermal regime, erosion, and
deposition (Sugden and John, 1976; Sugden, 1978) have
been refined to integrate the role of dynamic ice streams
evacuating ice from ice-drainage basins within ice sheets.
These operate, perhaps intermittently, when thermal, sub-
strate and hydrological conditions combine to provide
conditions facilitating optimum sliding and erosion. Such
palaeo-ice streams are now being recognized from their
distinct geomorphological signatures. For example, in
Scotland, the late Pleistocene Minch ice stream drained
much of NW Scotland out to the continental shelf edge
(Stoker and Bradwell, 2005) and the Strathmore ice stream
concentrated ice discharges from the south and east High-
lands (Golledge and Stoker, 2006). The erosional land-
scapes of the hinterlands and main axes of such ice
streams are important evidence of their significance for
the dynamics of Pleistocene ice sheets.
Alpine glacial erosion and the height ofmountains
Alpine landscapes of glacial erosion are assemblages of
familiar (though sometimes poorly understood) forms
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including cirques, horns, arêtes, and troughs, with the
common characteristic of local accumulation sources and
erosion by partly or entirely warm-based cirque and valley
glaciers. As a result, alpine landscapes are best developed
in mid-latitude mountain ranges.

The significance of alpine erosional topography for tec-
tonic-isostatic modeling of mountain uplift highlights
another example of a renewed scientific interest in “old-
fashioned” glacial landscapes. Molnar and England
(1990) highlight the feedbacks between the glacial denu-
dation of mountain ranges and their uplift. Isostasy com-
pensates for the majority of the crustal thickness lost to
erosion of the mountains. Thus, removing 60 m of crust
from range crests would lower the mountains by only
c. 10 m. Molnar and England provocatively suggest that
if the erosion was focused along valleys, and the isostatic
response was areally distributed, this could lead to an
increase in summit elevations, greater ice cover, and more
erosion. Paradoxically, deepening of glacial troughs dur-
ing glacial cycles could thereby increase the maximum
height of alpine mountains even if average relief did not
change. They hint that the initiation of Quaternary glacia-
tions could thereby have accelerated mountain-building
processes due to climatic change.

This controversial idea has been countered by the “gla-
cial buzzsaw” hypothesis (Brozović et al., 1997). This
depends on a premise that glacial erosion in alpine terrain
is more effective than fluvial erosion, as several authors
including Montgomery (2002) have argued. As
a mountain massif is uplifted above the glaciation thresh-
old, trough cutting will accelerate mass loss from the
uplifting crust while cirque development and periglacial
slope mass-wasting will “shave off” the summits to limit
range heights. Where summits intersect the glaciation
limit by only enough to produce cirque glaciers, cirque
evolution primarily by lengthening more than by deepen-
ing or widening (Brook et al., 2006a) means that retreating
headwalls on opposing slopes may lower the ridgelines.
A negative feedback is hypothesized, in which the taller
and steeper the mountains, the more erosive the glaciers,
so that the height of mountain ranges becomes self-
limiting. This mechanism has been suggested to explain
range hypsometry and/or long-term sediment yields
in the Himalaya (Brozović et al., 1997) the Andes
(Montgomery et al., 2001), Alaska (Spotila et al., 2004),
and the Western Cordillera of North America (Mitchell
and Montgomery, 2006; Foster et al., 2008). Evidence
for the buzzsaw also includes systematic relationships
between both equilibrium-line altitudes and range crests
(Porter 1964), and between ELA and maximum ice flux
and erosion (Foster et al., 2008). The buzzsaw hypothesis
can be criticized for an overreliance on the hypsometric
(area-altitude) distribution of relief. In the European Alps,
for example, uplifted preglacial valley floors below
glacially modified peaks could be mistaken for “buzzsaw”
planation. The applicability of the buzzsaw hypothesis
to different tectonic and climatic settings is an area for
further research.
Landscape modification over multiple glacial
cycles
How long does it take to establish a glacial erosional land-
scape on initially unglaciated terrain? Modeling of trough
cross-sectional development showed that a mature “U”-
shaped valley can develop within a single glacial cycle
of c. 105 years (Harbor et al., 1988). In New Zealand’s
Southern Alps, empirical verification for this estimate is
provided by examining the erosional geomorphology of
mountains in which trough-and-arête topography evolved
on uplifting ranges exposed to glaciations for only the
last 200,000 years of glacial duration (Kirkbride and
Matthews, 1997; Brook et al., 2006b). These studies imply
that mature troughs can be established early in
a succession of glacial cycles in tectonically active mari-
time mountain ranges, where glacial erosion rates are of
the order of at least several millimeters per year. Glacial
landscape evolution would be correspondingly slower
where low erosion rates (c. 0.01–0.1 mm/year) occur in
dry climates and on durable crystalline rocks. On geolog-
ical timescales, erosive alpine glaciers can impose glacial
landscapes on the Earth’s crust very rapidly. Later glacia-
tions presumably contribute little to further topographic
evolution once valley cross sections are adjusted to effi-
ciently evacuate ice discharges. Long-term feedbacks
between glacial landscape evolution and ice extent are
suggested by Kaplan et al.’s (2009) observation that Pata-
gonian glaciations were of successively smaller magni-
tude over the last 1.1 million years, in spite of favorable
climate, as glacial erosion reduced potential ice accumula-
tion areas and provided a topography favoring low-
gradient fast ice flow.

Conclusions
Glacial modification of topography is important in two
main respects. First, understanding how glacial erosion
operates at landscape scales allows reconstruction of past
basal processes beneath continental ice sheets, helping to
understand ice sheet evolution and response to climate
change. Second, erosional landscapes in alpine mountain
ranges have a characteristic hypsometry and elevated sed-
iment yield that feeds into models of mountain uplift and
denudation. The study of landscapes of glacial erosion
has progressed remarkably over several decades from
bland description of form and topography to being an inte-
gral component of modeling climate-tectonic interactions
in Earth system science.
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LAST GLACIAL MAXIMUM GLACIATION (LGM/LGP)
IN HIGH ASIA (TIBET AND SURROUNDING
MOUNTAINS)
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Department of Geography and High Mountain
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Göttingen, Göttingen, Germany

Synonyms
Pleistocene glaciation of High Asia during the last ice age;
Quarternary glaciation of High Asia during the MIS 3-2

Definition
Reconstruction of the maximum extent of the ice cover in
High Asia.

Introduction: The state of research up to 1973
A synopsis of older results and views on the Pleistocene
glacier cover in High- and Central Asia has been provided
byWissmann’s (1959) compilation. Glacier cover of Tibet
is discussed in the Chinese literature by Shi and Wang
(1979), and has also been reproduced by CLIMAP (Cline,
1981, entitled “Last Glacial Maximum”). These authors
speak of a 10% to maximum 20% ice cover of the moun-
tains and plateaus of Tibet. Even in the “Quaternary
Glacial Distribution Map of Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet)
Plateau” (Shi et al., 1991), this opinion is to a great extent
repeated and supported. However, there was a first
restriction: Zhou Shangzhe, a member of this group, agreed
with the author’s reconstruction of an inland ice as for the
Tibetan plateau area on Animachin (cf. Figure 1) (Kuhle,
1987, 1988a). In this map, he put down a plateau glacier
area of still 400� 300 km in size. But time and time again,
from as long ago as the turn of the nineteenth to twentieth
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century, there have been single investigators, such as
Oestreich (1906), Dainelli and Marinelli (1928), Norin
(1932), and others (see Kuhle, 1988b:416–417), who
described ancient ice margin sites scattered throughout the
high regions ofAsia. According to the author’s calculations,
the above work represents ELA (equilibrium line altitude)
depressions of more than 1,000 m and indicates, locally,
significantly more glacier cover than the Wissmann
scheme had acknowledged. However, these authors neither
drew nor gave voice to such conclusions. Other early
researchers, such as Huntington (1906), Tafel (1914),
Trinkler (1932), Zabirov (1955), and others (see Kuhle,
1988b: 416–417), making more or less direct use of the
data they obtained by observation, reconstructed larger
glacier areas which, depending on the altitude of the
mountains of plateaus, had built up only a few hundred
meters of ELA depression.

The author has been fortunate in being able to carry out
about 37 expeditions and research visits since 1973, some
of which extended to 7 months, with the purpose of
reconstructing the extent of glaciers in Asia during the gla-
cial periods. The location and large number of areas under
investigation permit reconstuction of the glacier areas to
be made for the whole Tibet and parts of Central Asia.
Reconstructions are supported by data from some earlier
authors (see above) and are in glaring contrast to the neg-
ligible ice cover published by CLIMAP as late as 1981
(Cline, 1981) and the “Quaternary Glacial Distribution
Map of Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet) Plateau” (Shi Yafeng
et al., 1991). For example, the extent of glaciation of Tibet
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during the Last Ice Age is given as approximately
2.4 million km² and is estimated to include a central thick-
ness of about 2 km. Breaking up on the edges, ice
discharged through the surrounding mountains as steep
outlet glaciers (a.o., Kuhle, 1989, 1998, 2005).
Synopsis of the extent of the inland-ice in Tibet
since the earliest Last Glacial Period (LGP)
Figure 1 shows the reconstruction of the maximum glaci-
ation in Tibet, with an area of about 2.4 million km². In the
central part, it formed a compact inland ice sheet with out-
flows that descended through the surrounding mountains
and terminated at the steep edges of the high plateau.

To err on the safe side, the 50–70 m high, glaciofluvial
gravel terraces east of 84�–85�E, which lie there on
a valley floor at 3,800–3,900m a.s.l, are classified as High
Glacial deposits (Kuhle, 1989, 1998, 2004). They indicate
a glacier-free Tsangpo section, which separates glacier
complexes I3 and I2 as far west as 84�E (Figure 1, top).

Further in the west, the complexes I2 and I3 join again
during the maximum of the Last Glacial Period (LGP)
(Figure 1, top). With an equilibrium line as low as 600 m
below the average plateau altitude (Figure 1, bottom), gla-
ciation seems likely, even in the case of the more easterly
Tsangpo section. This would place the gravel terraces and
varved clays of the deepest parallel valleys in the late Last
Glacial Period (LGP). Thus until now, at least for one
time-interval during the LGP, this valley section is
regarded as free of ice. A precise dating of the terraces is
to be done (Figure 1, top, from north of Shisha Pangma
to near Kola Kangri; cf. Kuhle, 2004). The second ice free
area is the Tsaidam Depression. In the block diagram
of Figure 1 (top), it shows up as narrow strip below I1
(cf. Kuhle, 2004).

Dates of lake sediments in the area of the former ice
sheet are all younger than 13,000 years old because they
developed only after the glaciers had melted (Gasse
et al., 1996, and others). By contrast, lakes in nearby,
nonglaciated areas such as the Tsaidam basin (Figure 1)
and the Gobi desert display continuous sediment records
going back more than 40,000 years (Pachur and
Wünnemann, 1995; and others).

In a north-westerly direction from Mt. Everest to K2
(Figure 1), and from Dhaulagiri to the western Kuen Lun
(Figure 1), the cross section shows that the Last Glacial
Period (LGP) Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) runs paral-
lel to the present ELA (in the area of southern Central Tibet
the ELA attained an altitude of over 4,700m a.s.l. (Figure 1,
bottom)) (Kuhle, 1998, 2004). Nonetheless, a Last Glacial
Period (LGP) Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) depression
of at least 1,200 m means that 83–86% of the plateau sur-
face was above the ELA. The accumulating ice necessarily
led to the filling of valleys that incised the Tibet plateau. The
remainder accounts for the remaining 14–17%.

Last Glacial Period (LGP) glaciers attained an approx-
imate thickness of 2,700 m. Glacier thicknesses,
ascertained by means of abrasions, polishings, and
erratics, reach 1,600–2,000 m in the Himalaya and
700–1,200 m in Central and North Tibet. In the northern,
southern, and western Karakorum, thicknesses of
1,750–2,600 m have been observed (Kuhle, 1987,
1988a, b, 1989, 2004, 2005) and in some places confirmed
by Hewitt (2009a, b). However, these are probably
minimum values. The ice may well have risen to
2,500–3,000 m in Central Tibet owing to a compact
ground plan that extended over 1,500 � 3,000 km. The
high viscosity of cold, continental glacier ice with annual
temperatures of around �6�C to –10�C at the ELA
(Kuhle, 1998) supports the build-up of ice, provided that
there is sufficient precipitation. An average thickness for
all of the Tibet ice of approximately 1,000 m implies that
2.2 million km³ of water was bound in the ice sheet of
Tibet. This corresponds to a lowering of sea level of about
5.4–6.5 m (Kuhle, 1998).

Earlier it has been shown (cf. Kuhle, 1998, Figure 22)
how the glaciated area in Tibet and in the Karakorum relates
to an ELA depression or an uplift of the plateau- and
mountain relief of only 500 m. At the same time, it permits
an estimation of conditions if the equilibrium line drops by
1,200mandmakes the cupola-shaped build-up of the inland
ice to a considerable thickness plausible. With the ice held
back by mountain barriers, build-up was assisted by the
low run-off, and initially by freezing to the subsurface.
At a later stage, due to ice build-up, the pressure-induced
melting point was reached. Run-off from the central inland
ice sheet gradually increased until an equilibrium had been
achieved. This was the end of ice build-up.
Meanwhile the Tibetan ice is confirmed by
different disciplines. This will be shown by only
three selected items
Breakdown of the summer monsoon, strengthening
of the winter monsoon, and pioneering role of the
subtropical inland ice
ATibetan inland ice must have prevented the development
of a low-pressure cell, a heat low, as it exists today over the
heated debris covers of Tibet. Accordingly, the summer
monsoon weakened. In the meantime, deep-sea cores from
the Arabian Sea prove the glacial breakdown of the
SW-Indian summer monsoon via dust fall (Sirocko et al.,
1993). Loess-palaeosol sequences in China showing the
fluctuations of the East-Asian monsoon also confirm the
dramatical weakening of the summer monsoon during gla-
cial phases (Rutter and Ding, 1993). At the same time,
however, the winter monsoon strengthens during the ice
ages like a mirror image of the summer monsoon. The
winter monsoon was the result of differences in tempera-
ture, in this case between cold continental and catabatic
winds of the Tibetan ice and the relatively warm air over
the Pacific and Indian oceans. The resulting cold/dry
anticyclonic wind blew loess out of the Inner-Asian
glaciolimnical meltwater pits and deposited it on the
Chinese loess plateau. Due to grain-size measurements
in loess–palaeosol sequences, evidence was provided of
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monsoonal variations and a special intensity of the winter
monsoon during the glacial period (Xiao et al., 1995).
Modeling has shown that the Nordic inland ices have
nearly no effect on monsoon circulation whose intensity
is primarily controlled by direct insolation at low altitudes
(Felzer et al., 1998). Hence, the weakening of the summer
monsoon and simultaneous strengthening of the winter
monsoon is a clear pointer to a large-scale subtropical gla-
ciation on the Tibetan plateau (Anderson and Prell, 1993).
At the same time, this enormous climate-ecological influ-
ence on the monsoon makes clear that the Tibetan inland
ice must have had a central influence on the global atmo-
spheric circulation and energy balance. Probably, this cli-
mate-ecological signal is even strong enough to recognize
a decisive influence on the global tendency towards glaci-
ation. Tibet may have been the pacemaker and trigger for
the ice ages (Kuhle, 1988a; cf. Ice age development the-
ory, in this volume). Tibet’s key role is confirmed by com-
puter models showing that the Tibetan ice sheet is not only
the first to be built up at the onset of a glacial cycle, but that
when the build-up of the Tibetan inland ice had already
come to an end, only half of the Nordic lowland ices were
built up, i.e., that they develop much more slowly. The
global ice volume then measured only 50% of the maxi-
mum ice volume during the LGM (Marsiat, 1994).

Glacial isostasy
Glacial-isostatic rebound during inter- and postglacial
periods is an indicator of a High Glacial inland ice
cover. The very high uplift rate of 12 mm per year mea-
sured on the Tibetan plateau (Hsu et al., 1998) is such
a glacio-isostatic indicator because its value lies far above
that of normal tectonic uplift. Just within the short Pleisto-
cene period (1,000,000 years), it would lead to an unrealistic
uplift of 12 km. These measurements confirm corre-
sponding uplift calculations of the applicant due to mean-
while self-glaciated end moraines N of Shisha Pangma
(S-Tibet) (Kuhle, 1995). The thickness of the inland ice of
2,000 m led to a glacio-isostatic lowering of the plateau by
600–700 m down to c. 4,300 m a.s.l. At the same time, this
is the cause of the interglacial deglaciation of Tibet (Kuhle,
1995). On the basis of changes of geoid anomaly in relation
to gravity anomaly – a method that allows to distinguish
glacio-isostatic from tectonic uplift – also Kaufmann and
Lambeck (1997) and Wang (2001) have shown a glacio-
isostatic uplift of Tibet and thus have confirmed a Tibetan
glaciation (Nesje andDahl, 2001:127).Obviously, the effects
of an up to 2,000 m thick ice sheet on the height of the
plateau are so profound that the satellite missions CHAMP
and GRACE were able to identify them (Kuhle, 2001).

Computer models and tests of general circulation
models
Up to now, the general circulation models made up and
tested by computer modeling were based on the global
inland ice configurations of CLIMAP (1981) and
COHMAP (1988), i.e., they did not include the glaciation
of Tibet. These climate models unanimously show the ten-
dency of Tibet to develop a permanent snow cover and thus
to form a large-scale glaciation of the Tibetan plateau
(Kutzbach et al., 1998). All sensitive experiments
also indicate the growth of an ice sheet in Central Tibet
which is much more likely and the development of which
must have set in much earlier than that of the more northern
Laurentide- and Fenno-Scandinavian ice sheets (Verbitsky
and Oglesby, 1992; Marsiat, 1994). Marsiat also shows that
on conditions of a reduced glaciation of Tibet, the develop-
ment of the Nordic lowland ices is insignificant, too
(Marsiat, 1994). This independent modeling result has been
considered to be an unexpected mistake of these climate
models (Verbitsky and Oglesby, 1992; Marsiat, 1994;
Kutzbach et al., 1998). Actually, however, it is a clear con-
firmation of the terrestrial field data (Kuhle, 1987, 1988a, b,
1989, 1995, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2011).

Dating
In the area of the Tsangpo bend in SE Tibet (Figure 1, left-
hand side of Namcha Bawa), a last strong glacier advance
is proved about or after 9.820+/�350 YBP. In addition,
seven datings of trees from an 80 m high opening
(1989) have been analyzed (Kuhle, 1998:83 Table 2: 99;
2004: 190 Figure 37). The eight 14C-samples stem from
the lower 32 m of the opening. These limnic basal sands, in
which the trunks were embedded, have been overlain by
8 m thick varved clays. They provide evidence of an ice-
dammed lake in this lower section of the Tsangpo valley at
merely c. 3,000 m a.s.l. Accordingly, this ice-dammed lake
is of the same age or younger than 48.580–9.820 YBP.
Therefore, it is classified as being of the Last Glacial Maxi-
mum up to Late Glacial. The counting out of the varves
yielded that the lake existed c. 1,000 years. It was situated
between the ice complexes I2 and I3 (Figure 1, left-hand side
of Namcha Bawa) and was dammed up by the Nyang Qu
Glacier. The Nyang Qu Glacier, which was an outlet glacier
of the ice complex I2, followed the Nyang Valley, reaching
the Tsangpo Valley 17.5 km down-valley from the opening.
Ground and lateral moraines confirm that the glacier bended
into the Tsangpo Valley, and thus the ice-dammed lake came
into being. These are several of the datingswhich establish an
immediate genetic connection to the inland glaciation of
Central Tibet and thus provide evidence of the Ice Sheet dur-
ing the Last Glacial Period (LGP).

Discussion of datings
For several years, TCN-dating in High Asia has been car-
ried out by some authors. However, a methodically funda-
mental mistake is that the astrophysical metric of cosmic
radiation has not been sufficiently explored so far, and that
the TCN-dating method therefore is not considered to be
a reliable dating technique. In the critical remark (Kuhle
and Kuhle, 2010), however, it is referred to the, at least
up to now, unsolved astrophysical problem which states
that one cannot assume constancy of cosmic radiation;
the constancy assumption is, however, the indispensably
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most important prerequisite for both TCN- and OSL-
dating techniques.

As has been shown in other areas of the Himalaya,
Karakoram, and Tibet, up to now, only 14C-datings are
glaciogeomorphologically safe, while the OSL- and TCN-
datings carried out so far because of the high sea level are
fourfold to tenfold overestimated, i.e., they led to too old
ages. Thus, by means of 14C-datings of moraines in the
Khumbu Himal, a snowline (ELA)-depression up to 500 m
has been evidenced during the Neoglacial period c. 2.1 and
4.2 ka ago; while the same ELA-depressions according to
OSL- and TCN-ages were dated to c. 16–23 ka, i.e., they
were overestimated by a factor 6.5. More OSL- and TCN-
overestimations are evidenced for S- and Central Tibet
and the Karakoram (Kuhle and Kuhle, 2010).

Probably the age of the TCN-data that so far have not
been calibrated with regard to the high sea level of High
Asia has been overestimated on the following grounds:

1. Obviously, the correction factors underestimate the
amount of cosmic rays that really hit the surfaces of
very high altitudes.

2. Due tomagnetic field excursions, the amount of cosmic
rays (CR) was additionally strengthened during the
Late and High Glacial. This must have had a special
effect at high altitudes, so that the age overestimation
exponentially increases with moraine age.

This means that the Late Glacial moraine stages can
already be extremely overestimated as to their age and
thus differ from the Holocene stages in a clear age leap,
while the glaciogeological findings do not confirm this
great difference in age.

Actually there are already several independent proofs
with regard to an “age leap” like this of the TCN-dating
in High Asia (ibid. and Kuhle, 2011).

With regard to this deficiency of TCN-dating – that
unfortunately has come into fashion – it is scientifically
extremely important to take the complete glaciogeological
and glaciogeomorphological setting into consideration and
give to it the primary importance it deserves (Kuhle
and Kuhle, 2010).

Summary
Since 1973, new data were obtained on the maximum
extent of glaciation in High Asia. Evidence for an ice sheet
covering Tibet during the Last Glacial Period means
a radical rethinking about glaciation in the Northern
Hemisphere. The ice sheet’s subtropical latitude, vast size
(2.4 million km²), and high elevation (6,000 m a.s.l.) are
supposed to have resulted in a substantial, albedo-induced
cooling of the Earth’s atmosphere and the disruption of
summer monsoon circulation. Moraines were found to
reach down to 460 m a.s.l. on the southern flank of the
Himalayas and to 2,300 m a.s.l. on the northern slope of
the Tibetan Plateau, in the Qilian Shan region. On the
northern slopes of the Karakoram, Aghil, and Kuen Lun
mountains, moraines occur as far down as 1,900 m a.s.l.
In southern Tibet, radiographic analyses of erratics
suggest a former ice thickness of at least 1,200 m. Glacial
polish and roches moutonnées in the Himalayas and
Karakoram suggest former glaciers as thick as
1,200–2,700 m. On the basis of this evidence, an
1,100–1,600 m lower equilibrium line (ELA) has been
reconstructed, resulting in an ice sheet of 2.4 million
km², covering almost all of Tibet. 14C ages classify this
glaciation as MIS 3-2 in age (Würmian = Last Glacial
Period (LGP), c. 60.000–18.000 years ago).
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LATENT HEAT OF CONDENSATION

Prem Datt
Research & Design Center (RDC), Snow and Avalanche
Study Establishment, Himparishar, Chandigarh, India

The condensation is the opposite process of evaporation.
Latent heat of condensation is energy released when water
vapor condenses to form liquid droplets. The latent heat of
condensation is defined as the heat released when one
mole of the substance condenses. The temperature does
not change during this process, so heat released goes
directly into changing the state of the substance. It is
expressed as kg/mol or kJ/kg. The energy released in
this process is called heat of condensation. The heat of
condensation of water is about 2,260 kJ/kg, which is equal
to 40.8 kJ/mol. The heat of condensation is numerically
exactly equal to the heat vaporization, but has the opposite
sign. In the case of evaporation, the energy is absorbed by
the substance, whereas in condensation heat is released by
the substance. For example, as moist air is lifted and
cooled, water vapor eventually condenses, which then
allows for huge amounts of latent heat energy to be
released, feeding the storm.
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LATENT HEAT OF FUSION/FREEZING
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Fusion is a physical process in which a solid converts into
a liquid. The latent heat of fusion at a particular tempera-
ture is the amount of heat required to convert a unit mass
of solid into liquid. For example, when ice melts into
water the amount of heat required at 0�C is estimated
equal to 334 kJ/kg, which is the latent heat of fusion of
ice at 0�C. This process is opposite to the process of freez-
ing. In a natural snowpack the fusion process generates
melt-freeze polycrystals and melt-freeze clusters of the
small rounded grains. A hard crust within snow results
after multiple melt-freeze processes.
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LATENT HEAT OF SUBLIMATION
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Sublimation is a physical process in which a solid directly
converts into a gaseous (vapor) state without going
through a liquid state. The latent heat of sublimation at
a particular temperature is the amount of heat required to
convert a unit mass of solid into gas. For example, when
ice sublimates into vapor, the amount of heat required at
0�C is estimated equal to 2,838 kJ/kg, which is the latent
heat of sublimation of ice at 0�C. In the crystal growth
of ice and snow in atmosphere, this process plays
a dominant role. This process is opposite to the process
of deposition.
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LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION/CONDENSATION

Prem Datt
Research and Design Center (RDC), Snow and Avalanche
Study Establishment, Himparishar, Chandigarh, India

When a substance changes phase, the arrangement of its
molecules changes, but its temperature does not change.
If the new arrangement has a higher amount of thermal
energy, then the substance absorbs thermal energy from
its environment in order to make the phase change. If the
new arrangement has a lower amount of thermal energy,
the substance releases thermal energy to its environment.

Latent heat of vaporization is a physical property of
a substance. It is defined as the heat required to change
onemole of liquid at its boiling point under standard atmo-
spheric pressure. It is expressed as kg/mol or kJ/kg. When
a material in liquid state is given energy, it changes its
phase from liquid to vapor; the energy absorbed in this
process is called heat of vaporization. The heat of vapori-
zation of water is about 2,260 kJ/kg, which is equal to 40.8
kJ/mol.

The vaporization is the opposite process of condensa-
tion. The heat of condensation is defined as the heat
released when one mole of the substance condenses at its
boiling point under standard pressure.
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Synonyms
Ice-marginal

Definition
The term “lateroglacial” defines the ice-marginal areas
along the lateral sides of the glacier. The lateroglacial envi-
ronments grade downglacier into the latero-frontal and
proglacial environments. They are composed of specific
geomorphological and glaciological landform assemblages,
such as ablation depressions, lateral moraines, breach lobes
or earth pyramids. Lateroglacial landforms are mostly
developed between the glacier and the adjacent valley flank
in high mountain landscapes. However, they occur as well
in the mountain forelands, especially along dam glaciers
or outlet glaciers (e.g., in Iceland), but to a more limited
extent. Relict lateroglacial sediments may serve as impor-
tant geomorphological evidence for reconstructing the
extent and ice thickness of former glaciations.
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LATEROGLACIAL LANDFORM SYSTEMS
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Synonyms
Ice-marginal landforms

Definition
Lateroglacial landforms are located at the lateral margins
of the glaciers and belong to the glacial landscape systems.
Down glacier they pass over into the laterofrontal and
proglacial sediment environments. Lateroglacial land-
forms show characteristic landform sequences and assem-
blages (i.e., lateroglacial valleys, ablation depressions,
earth pyramids) and are classified as a specific
geomorphologic unit of the glacial environment.

Distribution
Lateroglacial landforms may occur at any glacier, prefer-
entially at valley glaciers in mountain regions with suffi-
cient debris supply areas and their associated forelands
(i.e., in the EuropeanAlps, the Andes, and the Himalayas).
They are best developed in the Karakoram Mountains
(72�–79�E; 35�–36�N), where they have been investi-
gated systematically as a specific geomorphological unit
along 53 glaciers in regard to their distribution, evolution,
and morphodynamics (Iturrizaga, 2001, 2003, 2007). The
Karakoram shows the highest concentration of large val-
ley glaciers outside of the polar regions with glacier
lengths of up to 72 km. In combination with a surrounding
high mountain relief of over 8,000 m, the Karakoram pro-
vides large-sized debris supply areas for the formation of
a heterogeneous lateroglacial environment. Lateroglacial
sediment complexes may attain a length of up to several
to tens of kilometers and can be referred to as lateroglacial
valleys. Besides their large horizontal distribution, they
are spread over a considerable vertical range in the
Karakoram and occur between altitudes of about
2,500–5,000 m. The upper limit of lateroglacial sediments
deriving from the glacier is theoretically given by the alti-
tude of the snow line. Due to the fact that a major part of
the glaciers are avalanche-fed glaciers and therefore show
steep inclined head walls of up to 3,000 m in absolute
height, the distribution of lateroglacial sediments starts
usually 1,000–1,500 m lower than the snow line.

Types of lateroglacial landforms and their
processes of formation
The transition from the valley flank to the glacier emerges
in different morphological variations. One of the most
well-known and prominent landforms are the lateroglacial
valleys, which are ice-marginal depressions between the
glacier and the valley flank and may be filled with sedi-
ments. They even show in some cases an own drainage
system over short distances. They are not true valleys in
sensu stricto, but rather glacier-marginal discontinuous
depressions. Where mountain spurs stand out against the
glaciated main valley, the lateroglacial valleys may be
interrupted. The topographical depression can be filled
up with a wide range of different types of sediments or
the sediments themselves may even be the trigger for the
formation of the lateroglacial valleys. One of the main
characteristics of the lateroglacial sediment regime is the
damming effect by the glacier, which results in a large-
scaled sediment storage along the glacier margins. The
lateroglacial sediments are highly polygenetic landforms.

A characteristic type of lateroglacial valleys is the
lateral moraine valley. It is a mostly linear depression or
sediment assemblage between the lateral moraine and the
valley flank (Oestreich, 1906). It had been erroneously
often referred to as “ablation valley.” Visser (1938) carried
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out the first systematic investigation on these landforms and
postulated an insolation-controlled distribution of
all lateroglacial landforms. This terminology has been
widely criticized by many authors (v. Klebelsberg, 1938;
Hewitt, 1993) as the lateroglacial depressions show various
formation processes. Consequently, the nongenetical expres-
sion “lateroglacial valleys” has been introduced (Iturrizaga,
2001).However, the formation of a lateroglacial valleymight
be triggered by the presence of an ablation depression as it
can provide initial sediment traps.

The formation of lateral moraine valleys is mainly
a result of (a) dumping processes of the lateral moraine
against the valley flank, especially during times of
a comparatively smaller extent of the glacier, and (b) dif-
ferent type of debris inputs from the adjacent tributary val-
leys and valley slopes. Their width attains a size of up to
1 km. The great dimension already indicates that ablation
processes only play a subordinated role in their formation.
The lateral moraine is the most distinct depositional land-
form in lateroglacial environments. It may attain a height
of about 250 m. Its large size has been attributed to repet-
itive glacier advances and accordingly to various deposi-
tion processes. The lateral moraine is often composed of
an older moraine core, which has been superimposed by
younger moraine layers and/or processes of moraine
accretion. The time period of their formation goes in gen-
eral back to the Neoglacial and Little Ice Age. Once the
lateral moraine has been built up, it prevents the direct
debris transfer from the glacier to the interior of the
lateroglacial valleys. Consequently, the sedimentary sys-
tem in the lateroglacial depression is well protected from
glacial activities, unless some overspilling or break-
through of the lateral moraine takes place. The lateral
Lateroglacial Landform Systems, Figure 1 V-shaped lateral morai
Photo: L. Iturrizaga (1999).
moraine also impedes the drainage of the tributary rivers
into the glacier system.

The lateral moraine valleys are distinguished into two
principal types: (a) The V-shaped lateral moraine valley,
in which the lateral moraine is directly connected with
the adjacent valley flank. Its origin goes mainly back to
dumping processes occurring at the glacier margin
(Figure 1). (b) The lateral moraine valley with a valley bot-
tom floor (Figure 2). The incorporated sediments are com-
posed of heterogeneous debris sources (Figure 3):

1. Primary processes of rock disintegration such as ice
avalanches and freeze-thaw processes as well as
glaciofluvial sediments from the main and tributary
glaciers provide debris for the formation of
lateroglacial sediments, especially for the formation
of the lateral moraine.

2. A considerable part of the debris supply for the
lateroglacial sediment complexes derives from the trib-
utary valleys, in particular at glaciers framed by highly
dissected mountain relief (Figure 1). The sediment
cones, such as alluvial fans, debris flow cones, and ava-
lanche cones, drain toward the glacier either into an
existent ice-marginal depression or even onto the gla-
cier. Especially large-sized, catastrophic debris flows
can even initiate the formation of a lateroglacial valley.
Rockslides, debris flows, and snow avalanches depos-
ited into a lateroglacial valley frequently dam
lateroglacial rivers and cause the deposition of lacus-
trine sediments. As a result, a considerable proportion
of the lateroglacial sediments is of non-glacial origin.
This fact has to be taken into consideration regarding
glacier reconstruction in recent non-glaciated
ne valley at the Pumari Chhish glacier in 4,100 m.



Lateroglacial Landform Systems, Figure 2 Lateral moraine valley (◊) at the almost 2 km broad Batura glacier in S-aspect.
Debris supply derives mainly from the tributary valleys ( ) and the resedimentation of slope moraines (D). In the background
the Batura massiv (7,885 m) is visible. Photo: L. Iturrizaga (2000).

Lateroglacial Landform Systems, Figure 3 Source areas of debris supply for lateroglacial valleys.
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mountain valleys. Dendritic glaciers in which the indi-
vidual tributary glaciers recede and loose the contact to
the main glacier are prone to the formation of
lateroglacial sediment complexes.

3. The lateroglacial sediment landscape is built up to
a great extent by the secondary debris supply in form
of the reworking of older glacigenic deposits mantling
the valley flanks (Figure 4).Many glaciers show a close
interfingering of Late Glacial slope moraines and
younger lateroglacial landforms. After the gradual
down-melting of the Pleistocene glacier surface,
3000m
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moraine
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Lateroglacial Landform Systems, Figure 4 Genesis of the laterogl
moraine deposits remain along the lateroglacial mar-
gins, partly as terraces, partly as amorphous deposits
and are dislocated into the lateroglacial valley by dif-
ferent types of mass movements.

4. In some parts, the sediments are deposited in the form
of small-scaled lateroglacial sandar. These are
glaciofluvial deposits which originate directly from
the melt waters of the main or the tributary glacier.
They are located between the glacier and the valley
flank or the lateral moraine. After the deglaciation,
these sediments are preserved as kame terraces.
L. Iturrizaga

Low distribution of paraglacial sediments, because
firstly a high portion of the glacier areas lies above
the snow line and tributary are as well glacierized
and secondly the nourishment by avalanches and
hence debris supply is reduced

Maximum glacier extent

oraine

A

Exposure of ground moraines at the valley
flanks (Slope moraines) and commencing
desintegration of the moraines

DeglaciationB

Time period of the prominent polygenetic lateral
moraine complexes by several glacier advances
Formation of the lateral moraine valleys,
lateroglacial sandrs only occur rarely. At present a
major part of the glaciers lies deeply sunken in
their moraine embracement. Nevertheless, glacial
overthrusting and superimposing emerge at some
glaciers.

Glacial readvanceD

Widest distribution of paraglacial sediments,
formation of a complex lateroglacial sediment
landscape consisiting of:

At that time the Great Lateral Moraine (GLM) was
not present.

Resedimentation of slope moraines down into
the paraglacial environments
Sediment input by the deglaciated tributary valleys
Lateroglacial bank sandr (“Ufersander” )
Lacustrine Sediments

a

b
c
d

Hummocky moraine landscape: Peak phase
of the paraglacial sediment distribution

C

acial valleys deduced from the glacial history.
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Relict lateroglacial valleys occur as high as 1,000 m
above the present glacier surfaces and are important
landforms for reconstructing the Pleistocene glacier
thickness.
Summary
Lateroglacial landforms are composed of a large variety of
different sediment types. The higher and more spaciously
the surroundingmountain relief of the glacier in general is,
the more complex are the lateroglacial landform systems.
In many mountain areas, i.e., the European Alps, the
Canadian Rocky Mountains, and also the Himalayas, lat-
eral moraine valleys represent rather stable landforms.
However, at many locations, they are in the stage of
destruction due to glacier surface lowering and the miss-
ing abutment of the glacier. In the Karakoram, lateral
moraine valleys may also be destroyed by present glacier
advances or lateral widening as those glaciers are even
today highly dynamic in the form of short-term glacier
advances or surges. Lateroglacial valleys are a major loca-
tion for temporary settlements and their pasture areas.
Changes in the settlement situation are valuable indicators
for glacier dynamics along the lateroglacial margins.
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LAURENTIDE ICE SHEET

John T. Andrews
Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research and Department
of Geological Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder,
CO, USA

Definition
Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) – refers to an Antarctic-size ice
sheets that extended from the general area of the Great
Lakes in the USA northward to the Canadian Arctic coast,
and westward from the uplands and fjords of Baffin Island
and Labrador to the foot of the Rocky Mountains
(Figure 1). In the west, it was at times contiguous with
the Cordilleran Ice Sheet, and in the NE merged with the
Innuitian Ice Sheet.

Introduction
The LIS had an area of approximately 12 � 106 km2,
a central thickness estimated to be in the range of
3–4 km, and sufficient mass to cause a worldwide fall in
sea level of around 70� m, out of a total global sea level
extraction of �120–130 m due to expansion of ice sheets
and glaciers worldwide (Figure 2). The term LIS should
strictly be only applied to the last great ice sheet of the
Wisconsinian Glaciation (Figure 2), but it is frequently
used to cover a broader span of Quaternary time. Because
of its area, height, and volume the LIS has to be considered
a major component in the late Quaternary climate of our
planet, seriously influencing ice sheet/ocean/atmospheric
interactions. Waters from the ice sheet debouched into
three marine basins – drainage from the Great Lakes west-
ward were directed into the Gulf of Mexico, waters from
the long eastern margin entered Baffin Bay, the Labrador
Sea and the western North Atlantic, whereas the northern
margin drained to the Arctic Ocean (Figure 1). The input
of meltwater into the oceans has been called upon as hav-
ing a significant impact of the thermohaline circulation of
the oceans. Tidewater outlets and ice streams also injected
icebergs into the North Atlantic and Arctic oceans. Ice-
rafted debris (IRD) from the North American continent
has been traced across the Arctic Ocean and in the North
Atlantic as far east as the Portugal margin.

A brief history of concepts about the LIS
By the 1890s, a good deal of research had been carried out
in the glaciated area of the USA and in southern Canada.
In 1898, Tyrrell produced a map of the former North
America ice sheets. This map is remarkably similar in
many ways to present-day concepts of the LIS, that is,
an ice sheet that like the Antarctic Ice Sheet, had several
dispersal center with ice divides over Labrador, Foxe
Basin, Keewatin, and the Patrician Center off SW Hudson
Bay. This notion prevailed until the 1940s when Flint
argued for the growth of an ice sheet from the mountains
of the eastern Canadian Arctic to finally form a massive
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single-domed ice sheet centered over Hudson Bay. Flint’s
model was based on a conceptual model for the growth
and development of the ice sheet. This model continued
to have adherents into the 1970s and 1980s but is now
largely abandoned.

Wide-ranging field observations in the Eastern
Canadian Arctic in the late 1950s and 1960s, combined
with adequate topographic maps, aerial photographs, sat-
ellite imagery, and increased knowledge of the tectonic
evolution of the North Atlantic region during the Tertiary,
resulted in an appreciation of the role that the high rolling
uplands of the Eastern Canadian Arctic played in the onset
of glaciation, and in the overall complex pattern of shifts
in flow regimes during the Wisconsinian Glaciation.
Onset of glaciation
Our knowledge of the growth and buildup of the LIS dur-
ing the interstadials of marine isotope stage (MIS) 5,
namely 5d and 5b, is limited (Figure 2). The last full inter-
glacial over North America (MIS 5e) was warmer than
present, and it is possible that many of the smaller ice caps
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and glaciers in the Eastern Canadian Arctic disappeared.
On the global level, the relationship between ice volume
and d18O of marine foraminifera indicate that the growth
of ice sheets during MIS 5d was remarkably rapid as
global sea level fell to –55m in�10,000 years. What frac-
tion of this global extraction of water for ice sheet buildup
is associated with the LIS is largely unknown, but on gen-
eral climatic grounds it seems reasonable that
a considerable fraction of the 55 m of global sea level
was locked into the initial growth of the LIS.

The global pattern of changes in sea level, a proxy for
ice sheet growth and decay, has been successfully linked
to changes in insolation, which in turn has been linked to
the orbital variations of the Earth relative to the Sun –
the so-called Milankovitch orbital variations. Spectral
analysis of d18O time series covering the last 700,000
years shows that the variations in sea level, hence ice sheet
mass, have 100,000, 41,000, and 25,000 periodicities, and
this gives an initial template for evaluating the history
of the LIS. However, subsequent research has shown that
the LIS is also marked by much shorter periodic events,
such as Heinrich (H-) events (Figure 2).

The uplands of the Eastern Canadian Arctic, that is the
largely undissected Precambrian shield that lies to the west
of the Tertiary rift-margin along the Labrador and Baffin
Island coast, have a large fraction of their elevation >500
m asl. Imagery and fieldwork indicate that during the Little
Ice Age (LIA) ca. AD 1400–2000 large fraction of these
uplands were covered with permanent snow beds or small
ice caps, thus demonstrating the sensitivity of these areas
to relatively small changes in net mass balance. Hence, vir-
tually all attempts to model the development and growth of
the LIS over the last 120,000 years, show the initial growth
of the ice sheet over the uplands of Labrador and Baffin
Island. As conditions cooled, it is also probable that ice
sheets developed over the somewhat lower plateaus terrain
of Keewatin, west of Hudson Bay, and an ice sheet may
have developed across the High Canadian Arctic islands
and Channels. Thus, the initial movement of the various
accumulation centers would have been from the uplands
through the fiords of Labrador and Baffin Island, and
toward the large interior seas of Hudson Bay and Foxe
Basin. A critical question is whether the advancing ice
sheets based over Labrador andBaffin Islandmerged across
Hudson Strait prior to glacial inundation ofHudsonBay– if
that did not happen then a large glacially dammed lake
would have been ponded within the Bay.

At some point, possibly in MIS 4, Hudson Bay, and
Foxe Basin were filled and the LIS then became
a marine-based ice sheet, somewhat similar in that respect
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to the West Antarctic Ice Sheet today. Because of the mass
of the LIS the bedrock under the ice sheet would be iso-
statically depressed – thus meaning a large fraction
of the ice sheet was grounded below the sea level,
and linked to the North Atlantic via the deep graben of
Hudson Strait (Figure 1). Hudson Bay, Foxe Basin, and
Hudson Strait are floored with Paleozoic carbonates com-
posed of calcite and dolomite, and these rocks provide
powerful tracers of ice sheet activity in the adjoining
deep-sea basins of the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay.
Glacial landscapes
The extension of the LIS along its eastern margin is lim-
ited by the presence of the adjacent ocean basins, and it
is in these areas that some trace of the history of the ice
sheet can be recovered in piston cores through marine sed-
iments. The deep water connections between the ice sheet
(�450m at the Hudson Strait sill, without isostatic depres-
sion) and the Labrador Sea represent one major potential
point of instability; others exist in other deep marine
embayments, such as the Gulf of St Lawrence. However,
on the grand scale of the LIS there is also another large
spatial difference, that is between the “hard bed,” glacio-
logical speaking, of the sediments produced by erosion
of the Precambrian granites and gneisses, versus the
“soft-bed” younger sedimentary rocks that flank the shield
rocks along the southern flank. Reconstruction of profiles
of the ice sheet and its outlets in the areas of the Canadian
Prairies, Iowa, and in the Great Lakes indicate that the
basal shear stress was much lower and the ice much thin-
ner than where the ice sheet was moving across the shield
bedrock. Thus the configuration of the LIS and its poten-
tial response to climate and other changes are quite differ-
ent from the neighboring Greenland Ice Sheet.

The effect of the combination of bedrock, elevation,
and tectonics on the large-scale patterns of glacial erosion
is evident on satellite imagery. The uplifted eastern rim of
the Shield is dissected by fiords, and large-scale grabens
extend into or toward the center of the ice sheet. On the
flanks of Foxe Basin and Hudson Bay where the eastward
flowing ice attained thicknesses of 2 km or more the
Shield rocks have been glacially eroded along joint and
fracture planes to form a landscape of glacial scour, with
limited thickness of glacially derived sediments (till).
Between the fiord landscape and the scoured areas there
is frequently an area (usually >400 m asl) with little or
no scour; this is interpreted as an area that was covered
by thinner ice with basal temperatures below the pressure
melting point (i.e., cold-based ice). In the flanking region
along the southern margin of the ice sheet the thickness of
till is greater and the underlying bedrock is masked by gla-
cial and glaciofluvial sediments. Contrary to some theo-
ries, the area at the geographic center of the LIS, the
western Hudson Bay lowlands, has a thick sequence of
preserved non-glacial and glacial sediments that are
a critical record of the LIS.
The LIS and Wisconsinian glaciation
The marine isotope records form a template for global
changes in ice sheet volumes acting on multi-millenial
scales (Figure 2). How far does the stratigraphic record
from the area of the LIS match this master template,
indeed how far can we express the history of the LIS in
a single description versus regional differences in glacial
history? This question faces several major problems. First
is the fact that the stratigraphic record within the margins
of the LIS is largely an intermittent record of temporal
events at the best; in addition, the ice sheet has also the
potential to erode evidence of past oscillations. Secondly,
to place the history of the LIS into a time perspective
to match with the d18O record requires (a) materials that
can be dated, and (b) dating methods that span, ideally,
120,000 years or so. It should be noted that the marine
time series are not without problems, in-so-far-as the main
“absolute” dating method is radiocarbon dating of forami-
nifera, which only extends back 40,000–50,000 years BP.
Thus, the chronology for MIS 4 and 5 is largely derived
from a process of correlation with the astronomical (inso-
lation) variations with links to U-series dates on raised
coral reefs. Within or at the margins of the LIS implica-
tions for ice sheet growth or retreat are based on the strat-
igraphic sequence (including the nature of the sediments
and paleobiological data) with 14C dates being derived
from wood, peat, shells, whalebone, or other organic
materials. Often exposed sections have nomaterial for dat-
ing or events are dated at >40,000 BP. In the last 10–20
years, a dating revolution has occurred with the advent
of cosmogenic exposure age dating. This method allows,
for the first time, moraines and eroded surfaces to be
directly dated. This approach has shed new light on the
LIS history, especially in Arctic areas, where materials
for 14C dating were scarce or absent, but where large sur-
face boulders and exposed bedrock are abundant.

The LIS probably grew from its inception grounds dur-
ing the interglacials of MIS 5 and expanded across the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and into the Great Lakes during
MIS 4 ca. 75,000 years ago (Figure 2). The history of
the ice sheet during MIS 3 is proving difficult to unravel
but the ice sheet may have been largely confined to the
“hard bed” of the PreCambrian shield. Whether the
glaciologically sensitive area of the interior basin of
Hudson Bay was ever deglaciated is debatable and hinges
on issues involved with dating marine sediments in the
Hudson Bay lowlands and the interpretation of sediments
in the Labrador Sea.
Heinrich events and LIS instability
The relatively smooth intervals of growth and retreat of
ice sheets that are implied in the ocean 18O records were
infact punctuated by massive instabilities of the marine-
based LIS. Heinrich (H-) events (Figure 2) record
massive outbreaks of meltwater and icebergs into the
North Atlantic, with the major source being the ice
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stream in Hudson Strait. H-events have been documented
in the Labrador Sea eastward toward Europe due to their
distinctive mineralogical composition, mainly detrital car-
bonate (DC) grains. Similar, but temporally offset DC
events occur in Baffin Bay, representing collapse of the
LIS and Innuitian ice sheets across the Canadian Arctic
channels that lead into Baffin Bay. Detrital carbonate
events also occur in Arctic Ocean sediments and represent
events along the Arctic margin of the LIS and Innutian ice
sheets. The massive thickness of DC sediments associated
with H-4 in the Labrador Sea argues that Hudson Bay was
not ice-free during MIS 3.

The last glacial maximum (LGM) and deglaciation
of the LIS
The LIS expanded from its more restricted, more largely
unmapped, extent during MIS3 to reach its maximum last
glacial extent �20,000 years BP (Figure 1). Note that the
LGM is also marked by a major H-event (Figure 2). Given
the geographic and climatic extent of the LIS during the
LGM, it is unlikely that every margin of the ice sheet
reached its maximum extent at exactly the same time.
Indeed, for much of the eastern flank of the ice sheet the
exact location of the margin at �20,000 years BP is
unknown and does not appear to be marked by large
moraine systems, possibly because the ice sheet was
cold-based.

The deglaciation of the LIS has now been mapped and
dated across thousands of sites. Viewed in the light of the
previous 120,000 years the deglaciation is relatively
abrupt and is termed, globally, Termination I (Figure 2).
Briefly the LIS retreats asymmetrically with initial high
rates of ice retreat along the southern and western margins,
with little change along the long eastern margin. As sum-
mer insolation increased, meltwaters were directed into
adjacent oceans (Figure 1). The stability of the ice sheet
was weakened by a massive collapse through Hudson
Strait during H-1 (16,000 years ago). As the ice sheet
retreated in the south and west at some point the continen-
tal drainage divide was revealed and a series of large, gla-
cially dammed lakes were formed – these lakes are often
lumped under the name Glacial Lake Agassiz. The final
demise of much of the LIS occurred ca 8.4 years ago when
waters from the Labrador Sea, penetrating through
Hudson Strait, breached the remaining ice over Hudson
Bay and connected with and drained glacial lakes that
had been dammed south of the ice sheet. This outburst
event and earlier meltwater events impacted the thermoha-
line circulation.

In subsequent years, the ice retreated and disappeared
from the Labrador plateaus but the last remnants of the
LIS still exist across central Baffin Island in the form of
the Barnes Ice Cap.

Summary
The Laurentide Ice Sheet was the largest ice sheet in the
Northern Hemisphere, comparable in size to the present
Antarctic Ice Sheet. Growth and retreat were controlled
by periodic changes in insolation but its marine-based
nature made it susceptible to major collapses with massive
outflows of meltwater and icebergs.
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Deglaciation
Ice Age
Sea-Level
LAYERING OF SNOW

Rajesh Kumar
School of Engineering and Technology, Sharda
University, Greater Noida, NCR, India

Snow layers are formed as a tabular body of snow with
younger at top and oldest at the bottom having well
defined boundaries of their precipations if at certain gaps
(AGI, 1960). The layers are differentiated from the sur-
rounding one due to unique deposition and post-deposition
processes. Each layer of snow forms a snow packs which
differs in physical andmicrostructural properties from those
above and below. The layering sequence and its characteris-
tics govern thermal, physical, and mechanical properties of
the snow pack. The strength of the snow pack and the trans-
port of air, water, and heat through it are also dependent on
layer’s characteristics.Under natural conditions they exhibit
irregular boundaries and a wide range of grain and bond
characteristics when traced laterally.

The definition focuses on the fact that the microstruc-
ture (grain size, shape, and arrangement and nature of
bonds) differs from one layer to another. Though the
layering seems simple, the real snow layers can be
complex (Matthew and Carl, 2004). The knowledge about
snow mechanics is very crucial in dealing with the snow
avalanche formation and hazard mitigation measures.
Snow stability depends on the layering of snow. The most
relevant mechanical properties like compressive, tensile,
and shear strength of the individual snow layers within
the snow cover vary significantly in space and time. Local
observations of snow layers are used as the basis for spa-
tial extrapolation of snow properties and for establishing
a time record of snow deposition.
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LIDAR IN GLACIOLOGY
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Synonyms
Laser altimetry; Laser radar (considered misleading);
Laser swath mapping as used in Airborne Laser Swath
Mapping (ALSM); Laser terrain mapping as used in Air-
borne Laser Terrain Mapping (ALTM)
Definition
LiDAR. Coined from “Light Detection And Ranging”
Glaciology. The study of glaciers
LASER. Coined from “LightAmplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation”
Introduction
The study of the Earth’s glaciers and ice sheets is of tre-
mendous importance as their fluctuation has conse-
quences on sea level, river flow, ecosystem functioning,
ocean circulation, and climate stability. Recent studies
have shown that the Earth’s small glaciers are in measur-
able decline on account of secular atmospheric warming
(Kaser et al., 2006; UNEP/WGMS, 2009), and whose
environmental services (e.g., hydrological regulation)
vary regionally – from short-term flow augmentation to
long-term decline (Bonardi, 2008; Casassa et al., 2008;
Sauchyn et al., 2008). There is considerable concern
regarding the state and evolution of the Earth’s larger gla-
cier systems and the ice sheets, and their effect on global
sea levels (Abdalati et al., 2002; Arendt et al., 2004;
Zwally et al., 2002b; Rignot and Thomas, 2002; Thomas
et al., 2006; Bamber et al., 2007; van de Wal et al., 2008;
Alley et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2009; Vinther et al.,
2009).

Increasingly, remote sensing tools have been used to
study and understand in a more comprehensive, regional
manner, the sign, magnitude, rate, and causality of the
Earth’s glacier and ice sheet mass balance changes.
Reflecting on the Greenland ice sheet, Reeh (1999)
suggested that modern observation methods in combina-
tion with trimline observations, large-scale snow accumu-
lation and mass flux estimates, and ice sheet modeling
could reduce the uncertainty associated with understand-
ing its mass balance variation. It has also been recognized
for some time that the worldwide glacier surveillance
strategy has historically been biased to relatively small
glacier sizes, with large glacier systems being relatively
underrepresented (Haeberli et al., 1998). The application
of laser-based detection and ranging strategies, including
the support they provide for glacier and ice sheet mass
and energy balance studies, plays a key role in addressing
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these thematic concerns, methodological opportunities,
and surveillance biases.

The following reviews the principle of lidar, its integra-
tion as an instrument in typical glacier surveillance appli-
cations, and important error considerations. The capability
of lidar is illustrated with numerous examples from the
available literature. Survey planning considerations and
specific technical challenges are also discussed.

Lidar ranging/swath mapping principles
Lidar for range finding has been in use since the 1970s
(e.g., Measures, 1984), and provides long-distance rang-
ing capability to ascertain the position of planetary satel-
lites and moons as applied to geodesy and related
fields. This entry concerns laser ranging and detection of
the surface of the Earth’s glaciers and ice sheets from fixed
points, aircraft or artificial satellites, with an emphasis on
swath mapping from aircraft.

Lidar-operating principles are generally similar to those
of microwave-based RaDAR (Radio Detection And
Ranging) systems, but instead make use of “light.” This
light is commonly in the form of near-infrared radiation
pulses emitted by a laser. This laser energy interacts with
surface features and upon scattering may then return back
to a coincident detector, enabling “time of flight” (t) mea-
surement. The range is simply:

r ¼ c
t
2

(1)

where c is the velocity of light.
In a typical scanning or swath mapping configuration,

laser pulses are directed toward the Earth’s surface by
employing an oscillating or nutating mirror. This results
in a scanning pattern of measurements. In an airborne
deployment, this pattern repeats itself along-track. The
ground measurement locations are in fact of finite size,
and so the matter of laser beam divergence determines
the effective illuminated footprint dimensions over which
the detection and ranging occurs. Terrain orientation and
target range are chief factors, with the spatial coherence
of the light over the target surface being a function of the
quality of the laser light and the influence of the atmo-
sphere between the source and the target. While usually
described as some fraction of a probability density func-
tion, aspects of the positional probability and the terrain
orientation can complicate defining the footprint
dimension.

A key element in a lidar-based topographic mapping
system is locating the reference axes of the lidar
boresite/detector relative to a spatial reference system for
the Earth. For an airborne application, for example, this
is enabled by continuously measuring the attitude (pitch,
roll, yaw) and position of the aircraft (Figure 1). The for-
mer is generally determined with an “inertial measurement
unit” (IMU) or outputs from a suitably equipped “inertial
navigation system” (INS), while the later is derived from
measurements obtained with the aid of Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS; e.g., GPS and/or, GLONASS).
Simultaneous GNSS data is collected over a known
ground control point within the survey baseline to enable
differential correction of the platform position data.
“Mechanical offset” measurements between the reference
axes, the IMU sensor and the GNSS receiver antenna
phase center must also be made (Figure 1). In some sys-
tems, the entire laser sensor head is stabilized with gim-
bals, while other systems use attitude and position data
to feedback to and control the scanner mirror directly so
that the generated swath remains stable regardless of
changes in the aircraft orientation.

Software is used to extract ground-point positions rela-
tive to the spatial reference system. The platform velocity,
scanner rate, laser pulse repetition frequency (PRF), and
IMU data rate for most airborne applications will also
require the use of software to project the position of the
measurement platform between those determined with
the low data rate GNSS measurements (typically 1–2 Hz).

Typical laser scanning systems may employ “first-
pulse” and “last-pulse” measurement modes, where the
former measures the range between the initial outgoing
pulse and the first return pulse detected, while the latter
measures the range between the initial outgoing pulse
and the last return pulse detected. This may prove useful
for “surfaces” having a complex vertical structure. In
many systems, the power of the laser return pulse is
recorded in the form of an intensity measurement, usually
expressed as a function of the percent reflectance of the
measured surface. This data can be used to assess the qual-
ity of the range measurements as well as give an indication
of surface properties.

In the case of a lidar mounted onboard an artificial
satellite (e.g., the Global Laser Altimeter System,
GLAS, aboard the NASA/EOS Ice Cloud and Elevation
Satellite, ICESat; Zwally et al., 2002a), precision orbit
determination, timing and geo-location are enabled with
GNSS measurements, while “star trackers” are utilized to
effect platform pointing and stability control.

A comprehensive treatment of lidar ranging practice
can be found in Wehr and Lohr (1999).
Error considerations
Critical to assessing the total survey error budget and the
uncertainty associated with, for example, a digital eleva-
tion model (DEM) are two major sources of error in lidar
data: (1) the forward propagation of individual system
component errors and (2) the backward propagation of
external contributions such as those manifested by terrain
slope.

Starting with Favey et al. (1999) there began a number
of efforts where error considerations were discussed
with increasing thoroughness (e.g., Krabill et al., 2002;
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LIDAR in Glaciology, Figure 1 Top: Schematic of the measurement and reference framework for airborne lidar mapping; Middle:
Typical ALTM system components including, clockwise from top left: console containing the control module, data storage, IMU and
GNSS system interface and laser power supply; laser/mirror assembly; notebook computer/operator interface; pilot display; Bottom:
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Lutz et al., 2003; Hodgson and Bresnahan, 2004). This
was in response to the problems associated with steep ter-
rain, detecting small changes over large areas, GNSS
ambiguity resolution, and long survey baselines. Work in
other fields (e.g., Davenport et al., 2004) has benefited
error assessment considerations for glaciological applica-
tions, particularly as it concerns to high point-density
and surface morphology studies. Goulden (2009) provides
a comprehensive treatment of terrain slope errors in which
initial errors are first estimated by propagating the error of
the individual measurement systems in the LiDAR system
using the General Law of Propagation of Variances. These
are then cast in terms of the effect of the local slope to pro-
duce a “worst-case scenario” of the actual terrain. For
a variety of heights above ground level (AGL) and scan
angles, Goulden and Hopkinson (2010) provide
a thorough treatment of forward error propagation as it
concerns the laser beam divergence, and IMU and GNSS
subsystems specifically.

Vibration modes having their origin in the measure-
ment platform can also impart errors through the nature
of gimbal or scanner mechanical structures, though most
of these problems can be ameliorated through control sys-
tem design and structural tuning. For installations on air-
craft where the location of various system components
may be dictated by cable routing, power supplies, struc-
tural bulkheads, and aperture and antenna locations, aero-
elastic resonance may impart particularly troublesome
consequences on the final data. These can include the
manifestation of surface roughness where there is none,
or noise that precludes the study of surface roughness (per-
sonal communication, Robert Gurney).

A better understanding of the error budgets associated
with the application of lidar has manifested the broader
utility of lidar as a tool in glaciology, including determin-
ing survey expectations a priori, assessing specifications
provided by commercial lidar manufacturers, establishing
lidar data acquisition/mission planning standards, and the
development of some novel applications.
Lidar in practice
Almost all field glaciologists, young and not so young,
will be familiar with laser range finding as part of simple
trigonometric “theodolite” surveys or with “total station”
instruments. Range measurements are made by discrete,
manual repositioning of a reflector prism, though there
are motorized total station systems that can follow the
reflector prism continuously. Techniques employing
GNSS have largely replaced this method of topographic
mapping.

More recently, ground-based scanning lidar has been
used to automatically map surfaces with sub-centimeter
range and positional accuracy over ranges spanning
several meters to more than 1 km (e.g., Intelligent Laser
Ranging and Imaging System or ILRIS; www.optech.ca).
Typical deployments involve locating the system over
several established ground control points, with the
resulting scanner data ingested by software to produce
3-D models of exceptional quality. ILRIS and similar sys-
tems are used primarily for engineering applications
requiring high tolerances, but have also seen use in
periglacial geomorphology studies. Because engineering
applications dominate the commercial ILRIS market, and
therefore must operate as “eye-safe” (e.g., urban environ-
ments), 1,550 Zm laser light is employed. For snow and
ice, particularly in the presence of any melting, 1,550
Zm is considered unsuitable; because both transmission
and specular reflection occur, laser return dropout rates
are extremely high (personal communication, Chris
Hopkinson). As such, they have not seen much use in the
glaciological community. Nevertheless, the author is
aware of one proof-of-concept effort that included
a quantitative assessment of the range capability of an
ILRIS instrument over glacier ice and snow-covered sur-
faces (Hopkinson, 2004).

Airborne lidar applications are now common despite
the high instrument and software costs associated with
commercially available systems, and the high aviation
costs associated with typical surveys. Garvin (1997)
reviewed the contemporary efforts of the 1990s, including
the preeminent work of Krabill et al. (1995) whomeasured
surface elevation change over the Greenland ice sheet
and its outlet glaciers using the NASA Wallops Flight
Facility, Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM). This and
subsequent missions have contributed to much of the
Greenland ice sheet literature quoted in the introduction
(Figure 2). In 1995, NASA’s ATM team collaborated
with the Glaciology Group of the Geological Survey of
Canada (GSC) to begin repeat altimetry measurements
over all of the major ice caps of the Canadian Arctic
Islands (Abdalati et al., 2004), a collaborative effort
that continues to this day. Echelmeyer et al. (1996) utilized
a “pencil” lidar over the extensive glacier systems
of Alaska, and in subsequent efforts, expanded the inves-
tigation to include the numerous accumulation areas
located in the Yukon Territory, Canada that feed some of
the Alaskan glaciers. With this data, Arendt et al. (2002)
reported on the significant sea level contributions
from this relatively little studied region. Notably, this
effort was enabled by assembling a system “off-the-shelf”
and installing it in a private light aircraft flown by
Echelmeyer.

Smaller-scale efforts to map surface topography were
initiated over a single small glacier in Norway by Kennet
and Eiken (1997) using an early-generation commercial
scanner system. They compared their results to those
derived from the application of traditional stereo photo-
grammetry. Favey et al. (1999) reported on the utility of
repeat scanning lidar surveys for estimating volume
changes over a small glacier in Switzerland, as did
Hopkinson et al. (2001) and Hopkinson and Demuth
(2006) for a large ice field in the Canadian Rocky Moun-
tains and its outlet glaciers (Figure 2).

http://www.optech.ca
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LIDAR in Glaciology, Figure 2 Inferred surface elevation change determined from repeat laser altimetry. Top: Jakobshavn Isbræ,
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If surveys are conducted with a high enough point
measurement density, mapping surface features such as
meltwater channels, moulins, and other thermal or
mechanical surface manifestations is possible e.g.,
(Figure 3; see also Hopkinson et al., 2001; Arnold et al.,
2006). Repeat surface mapping can enable surface feature
tracking in support of glacier motion studies (Abdalati and
Krabill, 1999; Arnold et al., 2006; Hopkinson and
Demuth, 2006; Hopkinson et al., 2009). Several investiga-
tors have utilized return pulse intensity values to map the
distribution of seasonal snow, firn, and ice over the glacier
surface e.g., (Figure 4; see also Lutz et al., 2003; Arnold
et al., 2006; Hopkinson and Demuth, 2006).

Airborne lidar has enabled detailed investigations in
regions that are, for the most part, very difficult to access
due to weather and terrain. These “hurry up and wait”
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scenarios, where taking advantage of brief periods of fair
weather is key, include studies of glacier elevation change
in Patagonia (Keller et al., 2007), and assessing the mech-
anism and volumes of material involved in ice and rock
avalanche events in the Icefield Ranges of Canada’s Saint
Elias Mountains (Lipovsky et al., 2008).

High-resolution ALTM has also been used in support of
glacier energy-balance modeling and hydrology (Chasmer
and Hopkinson, 2001; Arnold and Rees, 2003; Hopkinson
and Demuth, 2006; Hopkinson et al., 2010). Lidar-derived
DEMs can support satellite-based glaciological studies
including the terrain-correction of SAR imagery (e.g.,
Wivell et al., 1992), and removing the topography effect
necessary in the application of InSAR for glacier motion
studies. Satellite altimetry cal/val campaigns routinely uti-
lize lidar. For example, the CryoSat-2 (e.g., Wingham
et al., 2006) calibration/validation effort will utilize
ICESat low-slope crossovers, and under-flights with the
NASA ATM. Lidar has also been used in the validation
of glacier DEMs derived from the Shuttle Radar (SRTM)



LIDAR in Glaciology, Figure 4 Return pulse intensity image from a portion of Peyto Glacier near its equilibrium line, demarcating
regions of snow, firn, and ice. (After Hopkinson and Demuth, 2006; by permission Canadian Aeronautical and Space Institute).
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and the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission Radi-
ometer (ASTER) instrument aboard NASA’s EOS/Terra
spacecraft.

Lidar-based altimetry from artificial satellites is cur-
rently the realm of ICESat’s GLAS instrument (Zwally
et al., 2002a), which has seen service over both ice sheet
interiors, their margins and ice streams, ice shelves, and
the large glacier systems of Alaska and Svalbard (e.g.,
Csatho et al., 2005; and overview by Zwalley, 2005).
Mission planning
Returning again to airborne swath mapping, a few salient
points related to mission planning are now provided.

Survey goals and aviation resources will, to a large
degree, dictate the ground-point measurement density,
which is in turn realized by adjusting survey system
parameters: laser PRF, scanner angle/field of view,
scanner rate; and flight variables: height AGL and ground
speed. Estimating the nominal point-spacing will also
vary according to the type of scanner/mirror configuration
employed. High point-densities may be desirable for gla-
cier morphological and surface facies studies, whereas,
lower point-densities may be acceptable for DEM genera-
tion so long as topographic noise does not confound the
survey goals. It should also be noted that due to the finite
speed of light, the laser PRF will be height limited; and
that “eye-safe” laser range may impose minimum flying
heights in regions where, for example, recreational alpine
ski touring is popular.

Notwithstanding aviation and meteorological consider-
ations, mission planning for swath mapping typically
involves determining the number of flight lines ( fl ) for
a given width (

$
Y ) of the planned survey area (perpendicu-

lar to the flightline direction), and the desired swath over-
lap fraction (olp):

fl ¼
$
Y

sw 1� olpð Þ (2)

where sw is the swath width given by:

sw ¼ 2h tan
ysc
2

� �
(3)

and where h is the height above ground and ysc is the
scanner angle/field of view. Overlap is desirable for error
checking and stitching swath data for contiguous mapping.

“Terrain following” is often employed to maintain a
nominal height AGL, resulting in a more uniform swath
and overlap widths and generally results in fewer laser
return dropouts. Aviation considerations include flying the
aircraft within gimbal and IMU tolerances and making rud-
der turns that prevent the loss of signal lock with the GNSS.

Challenges
Several additional technical challenges confront the user
of lidar-derived terrain information, particularly as it con-
cerns the detection and interpretation of height change
data. In many glaciological applications, we are concerned
with detecting small changes over large areas. Notwith-
standing what has already been discussed with respect to
coupled system and terrain errors, attention must be paid
to the vertical reference systems used in precision height
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measurement. A good overview is provided by Töyrä et al.
(2003), albeit confined to the Canadian Spatial Reference
System. Amore general overview describing the represen-
tation of the Earth’s surface undulations can be found at:
http://www.kartografie.nl/geometrics/Reference%20sur-
faces/body.htm.

While repeat lidar mapping can lead to relatively
straightforward estimates of surface elevation change,
deriving surface mass balances over the accumulation
area will require additional information describing the
contribution to elevation change of snow densification,
accumulation, and ice flow/divergence. For example, den-
sification alone can manifest thinning, while in actuality
there may have been zero mass change. Conversely, thick-
ening may be the result of changing ice flow conditions –
for example, as possibly manifested by a delayed Little Ice
Age cooling having stiffened the ice near the glacier bed,
therefore retarding the flow of ice (personal communica-
tion, Martin Sharp).

While alluded to previously, instrument and aviation
costs are likely the largest challenge to the systematic
use of lidar in the study of glaciers. To date this has been
ameliorated by developing research consortia such as the
Canadian-based C-CLEAR, and international cooperation
founded by NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility and the
Geodynamics Department of the Danish National Space
Centre. Indeed, these entities have been the means to
developing research applications in both Hemispheres.
In many jurisdictions, national aviation laboratory facili-
ties cannot be seen to compete with the private sector air-
borne survey industry, and so valuable surveillance
capacity may sit underutilized. C-CLEAR regularly con-
ducts national-scale, multi–theme survey missions where
all research stakeholders share the aviation costs. Other
groups have endeavored to construct integrated systems
by assembling off-the-shelf components and installing
them in private light aircraft (Geophysical Institute,
University of Alaska Fairbanks) or coordinating installa-
tions with air force or navy assets (Centro de Estudios
Científicos, Chile).

Despite these challenges, the literature suggests that
lidar-based surveys of glacier surface elevation change
and other variables will assist differentiating interannual
variability from long-term trends – a critical aspect of gla-
ciological study in a water resources and sea level context.

Summary
This entry has presented a brief review of the principle of
light detection and ranging, and a description of a variety
of laser-based systems used in glaciological studies.
A discussion of error considerations has been provided,
and the capability of lidar was illustrated with numerous
examples from the available literature. Basic survey plan-
ning considerations and some of the specific challenges of
using lidar in the study of glaciers and ice sheets were
discussed. A bibliography for further study and reference
accompanies this text.
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There is no agreed beginning year to the Little IceAgewhen
the world experienced relatively cooler temperatures com-
pared to the present, but it is conventionally defined as
a period extending from the sixteenth to the nineteenth
centuries when there was expansion of mountain
glaciers (http://www.meteo.psu.edu/~mann/shared/articles/
littleiceage.pdf; Lamb, 1972; http://earthobservatory.nasa.
gov/Glossary/?mode=alpha&seg=l&segend=n). During
this period, glaciers in many parts of the world expanded
and came down to the lower altitude. It is speculated that
the amount of solar radiation emitted by the Sun was low
at that time as a periodical phenomenon. Volcanic eruption
is accounted for an unexpected blockage of sunlight,
leading to worldwide cooling.
Bibliography
http://www.meteo.psu.edu/~mann/shared/articles/littleiceage.pdf
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p. 107, ISBN 0-416-11530-6. (noted in Grove 2004:4).
LOBE

Rajesh Kumar
School of Engineering and Technology, Sharda
University, Greater Noida, NCR, India

A rounded projection of glacier is known as lobe. Ice lobes
are dynamic features within large ice sheets that reflect
glacier accumulation and ablation, ice temperature, bed-
rock topography, ice topography, marginal seas, and ice
flow. The ice lobes are the more active parts of the uniform
ice sheet. They represent parts that had bordered on each
other in different directions or on more passive portions
of the ice (Punkari, 1980). Marginal extension of ice
stream along broad bedrock trough or valley may be hun-
dreds of kilometers long often terminating in large ice
lobes. With the increasing water pressure near the bed of
ice lobe, the area of an ice lobe increases while its thick-
ness decreases (Hughes, 1981). The ice is thickest near
the central lines of lobe and thinnest near the marginal
zone that gives rise to a fan-shaped directions of glacial
flow (Reeh, 1982). At the ice margins, thrust moraines and
hummocky stagnation topography are more common than
single-crested, simple moraines if the ice lobes had
repeated advances. Normally terminal moraines are
formed at the farthest extent of ice lobe. In the boundary
zones of the different ice lobes, there occur exceptionally
large glaciofluvial forms and moraines.
Bibliography
http://cgrg.geog.uvic.ca/abstracts/JenningsTerrestrialThe.html.
Hughes, T. J., 1981. Numerical reconstructions of paleo-ice sheets.

In The Last Great Ice Sheets, edsG. H. Denton and T. J. Hughes,
pp. 222–274. John Wiley, New York.
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28, 431–455.
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